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Abstract
Games with a purpose, also known as GWAPs, are a genre of games that aims at addressing the
problem of creating difficult metadata for content. One of the most important factors involved
on any of these games is the principle of crowdsourcing. This principle involves the
displacement of usual internal or professional labor to the general public, who willingly perform
such tasks either by personal motivation or altruism. These games achieve their goal by
concealing the process of creating input, under a game that is fun to play. The first example of
such a game was launched on 2003 by Luis von Ahn and Laura Dabbish and was the ESP game.
Its play style revolved around the idea of players providing helpful labels for images as the
game was carried out. Since the pioneering start of ESP, there has been an array of new GWAPs
using the same paradigm that aim to create metadata on all sorts of content, such as sound,
videos and songs.
A notable example of such posterior GWAPs is the online video annotation Waisda?, launched
in 2009. Waisda? invited players to describe what they see and hear and receive points when
they produce a tag, provided that it matches the tag their co-player has entered. The output
produced by the process, is a user generated collection of tags that describe an extensive
collection of over 700,000 hours of television, radio, music and film; that originates from The
Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision (Nederlands Instituut voor Beeld en Geluid). This
type of indexing is described with the term folksonomy which utilizes the knowledge of crowds
to acquire tags and offer an unstructured alternative scheme to professional cataloguing
paradigms. Users have the ability to freely describe content using natural language by choosing
appropriate keywords according to their judgment. However, due to the heterogeneity of users
and the variety in natural languages and expressive ways, folksonomy tag spaces are more likely
to contain a higher amount of incorrect, misspelled, imprecise or ambiguous tags, as opposed
to structured taxonomies that adhere to stricter indexing rules. All these cases of erroneous
tags are a result that emanates from the open nature of social tagging can be described using
the term meta-noise.

Scope
The scope of the thesis is to conduct research in order to investigate various tag filtering and
cleaning methods that may improve the overall quality of the tags in games with a purpose and
reduce the amount of meta-noise within a folksonomy. Additionally, a suite of 3 new mini
GWAPs is proposed. These games aim to expand the basic game style of the genre to include
alternative element combinations of board games and competitive gameplay styles used in
general. This fusion of different types of game elements will presumably provide a pleasant
gaming experience to users, making them want to play more; therefore produce more tags. In
order to achieve this, all the well known problems of social tagging paradigm and look at all the
specific issues that lead to meta-noise must be identified. The most frequent cases of metanoise are ambiguity, variations of spaces and multiple words, synonyms, acronyms, plural and
singular forms, erroneous spelling and esoteric specialized tags. Next, we examine the
effectiveness of other folksonomy systems that utilize tag filtering and correctional techniques
for reducing meta-noise. Finally after having gathered all this information and we take a look at
the most important game design principles of GWAPs and propose an architecture that
embodies the best tag-noise reduction solutions found in the study cases examined in the
investigation. Finally the description and specification of the three mini games is provided as
well as the mockup implementation of one of the three games.

1.1 Context
The Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision (Nederlands Instituut voor Beeld en Geluid) is
one of the largest audio-visual archives in Europe and focuses on collecting, preserving and
making accessible most of the audio-visual heritage of the Netherlands. Its collection totals over
700,000 hours of television, radio, music and film, while new material is added on a daily basis.
This unique source of information is used for research by students, academics, journalists,
international production companies and broadcasting organizations. One of the primary
concerns of Sound and Vision was to increase the findability of their video collection. Even
though professional annotators manually add metadata to content, this is a costly and time
consuming process. Furthermore, since the volume of material is already large and is being
enriched on daily basis, Sound and Vision does not have enough manpower to annotate all the
material. This consequently leads to material left with incomplete descriptions, which are hard
or impossible to find.
To provide solutions for the aforementioned problem, Sound and Vision employed a
crowdsourcing paradigm in order to actively involve users in the indexing process. Specifically,
the principle of crowdsourcing has been manifested through a video annotating game called
“Waisda?”1. “Waisda?” which literally translates as “What is that?”; is a game with a purpose
1
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launched in May 2009, that takes advantage of distributed human computation and embodies
“a purpose for the people setting up the game by harnessing human abilities in an entertaining
setting” [1]. The basic idea behind games with a purpose is simple. Since playing games is a
rather popular activity for all ages, some of that energy could be diverted in order to serve
some particular purpose. Luis von Ahn, who coined the term, has done the most notable work
in this genre, with six games available at www.gwap.com.
The term crowdsourcing describes the displacement of usual internal or professional labor to
the general public, who willingly perform such tasks either by personal motivation or altruism.
Essentially, such a practice delegates part of problem to a large number of users over the
Internet, who collaboratively works to achieve a common goal [2][3]. Such an activity is an
example of distributed human computing, or human-based computation [4]; which combines
the strengths of humans and machines in order to find solutions to problems that could not be
solved by either computers or humans alone. Crowdsourcing is considered to be one of the
core characteristics of Web 2.0. Every unit of contribution is important and as the number of
contributions grows, the website is eventually driven to a higher state of relevance [5].
Waisda aims at collecting user tags via a crowdsourcing paradigm concealed behind its game
functionality. A tag is a term associated with assigning a piece of semantic information to a
document, in order to annotate and describe the content of a particular resource with
appropriate keywords in a structured manner [6]. The basic functionality behind Waisda, as
well as other video tagging games, focuses on inviting users to play the game and provide
relevant tags to video material displayed on their screens. The tagging process is achieved as
the game progresses. The game displays the same video on both players who are instructed to
describe what they see and hear. If the tag they enter matches the tag their co-player has
entered, they receive reward points which are added into a total score. Players may choose to
keep providing tags for the same video or skip it and move with the next video. The underlying
correctness factor of each tag depends on consensus between the players, i.e. the more players
state the same term about a specific video, the more likely the term is correct.
The collection of Sound and Vision is used by a large heterogeneous set of users; therefore it
should represent all of them. Hence, by employing a crowdsourcing paradigm Sound and Vision
is able to draw user tags as a side product of playing. This type of indexing is described by the
term folksonomy [7]. Folksonomies and collaborative tagging have emerged as an important
method for collecting data about data. Folksonomies offer a useful uncomplicated method of
applying semantic information to content and lower content categorization costs. They are
designed in such a way, which allows the encapsulation and reflection of disparate opinions of a
large number of heterogeneous users. That effectively means that instead of relying on a single
professional entity, folksonomies draw on many users with different perceptions and cultural

background to classify content and set the index terms. By making use of such a scheme,
applications like Waisda and GWAPs have managed to circumvent taxonomy related problems.
For example, annotations deriving from controlled vocabularies (thesauri) do not contain all the
words from natural language, hence, content descriptions may be limited to terms reflected
only by the thesauri.

1.2 Problem Statement
Despite the potential of crowdsourcing paradigms and GWAPs in collecting tags and making
content more findable, they are still far from being perfect. To begin, folksonomies pose several
tag consistency problems. In contrast to professionally developed controlled vocabularies
(taxonomies) that offer more exact results, the unsystematic and uncontrolled nature of a
folksonomy, where a number of different opinions coexist in the same space, is bound to
produce problems such as inadvertent typographical errors, spelling variations or irrelevant and
inaccurate descriptions of an item.
Furthermore, as an uncontrolled vocabulary is shared across an entire system with different
users, the terms in a folksonomy may lose some of their meaning and become ambiguous as
different users apply terms to documents in different ways. (Ex. The term jaguar might refer to
the animal or the car brand). Additionally, acronyms, multiple words, synonyms or cases of
plural-versus-singular tags present some problematic areas of folksonomies. (Ex. The words car
and cars can be registered as two different tags) Therefore, a video tagging game should not
only gather user tags but should be able to clean tags and refine a folksonomy without losing its
openness. All these cases of erroneous tags can be described using the term meta-noise [21].
Finally, another crucial point of interest is regarded with the overall enjoyment and appeal of
the game to its users. The replay value of a video game describes the entertainment value of
playing the game more than once and it’s determined by factors such as the challenge a game
sets to its players, the different ways a user can accomplish a task or the rewards the player
receives for playing. While games in general have evolved to offer a great amount of depth and
variety within their gameplay, the case is different in games with a purpose. The main reason
that narrows the gameplay of such games is that they have a very specific purpose; gathering
user tags for various resources.
Most GWAPs can only offer a straightforward game environment designed solely within their
limitation of their intended purpose. Such limited depth may consequently lead to a stringent
lifespan and stale replay value of the game. The introduction of new mini GWAPs that combine
elements from other successful genres of games such as board games, or competitiveelimination type games, could presumably attract players who seek to engage in competitive
game modes or games with more elaborate graphical environments. Furthermore, in
combination with the previous assumption; the introduction of mini games that utilize the fact

that people within the GWAP community may possibly share common interests with other
users, would give greater flexibility to players to choose for preferred topic. Such could
consequently attract players that seek to engage in knowledge competition games and provide
tags with greater semantic value on a specific topic. The overall outcome of the introduction of
new games could possibly give a refreshing tone on the genre, prolong its lifespan and enhance
the overall enjoyment of users.
In order to find solutions to these problems we must take a closer look at folksonomies and
their flaws in order to determine various reasons that lead to meta-noise of tags. Then we need
to look at other similar systems and applications and investigate their methods of dealing with
meta-noise. Finally we must look existing similar video tagging games as well as the principles
of GWAP game design and formulate new mini games that aim to solve specific meta-noise
problems, while offering at the same time an attractive game environment and delightful
gaming experience.

1.3 Research Questions
This thesis will focus on the following research questions:
1. What are the sources occurring in video tagging games using folksonomies that result in
low of tags and meta-noise?
2. How effective are the tag filtering and tag correctional mechanisms that have been
employed by similar systems using folksonomies in improving the overall quality of their
tags?
3. Can the existing game style of GWAPs be combined elements from other successful game
genres (board games) and competitive game styles in order to create new mini games
that offer with increased replayability and enjoyment factors, takes advantage of mutual
common interest topics between users, in order to provide greater flexibility and expand
the gameplay at the same time?

1.4 Approach
To answer the above questions, the paper will initially provide a relevant and extensive
literature study regarding the various reasons that may lead to low quality tags generally. These
reasons mainly derive from the differences and variations of expression occurring in natural
languages, such as ambiguity of words, homonyms, synonyms, abbreviations, etc; as well as
from the numerous cases of improper, irrelevant, oblique or erroneously typed descriptions.
The outcome of the first research question aims at gathering and presenting information on the
most important sources for meta-noise.
As soon as gather all the relevant information from the first question is established, research
will continue with the second research question which will focus on existing methods that

reduce meta-noise used in similar folksonomy games and applications. This stage aims at
reviewing existing methods for improving the quality of tags in folksonomy systems. The
literature study will present a number of case studies and analyze their corresponding methods
for dealing with the matter. Additionally, this stage aims at providing positive evidence that
folksonomies indeed can be refined to output more qualitative tag sets. This will be achieved by
presenting the corresponding results for each method.
As soon as the previous are established, the thesis will proceed on the definition of 3 video
tagging mini games which will 1) prompt to the first research question and define the intended
category of meta-noise they intent to improve and 2) identify and suggest viable solutions
found from the second research question and be encapsulated within the architecture of the
mini game suite. In tandem, the thesis will focus on providing a mock-up implementation of one
out of the three proposed mini games.
For the mini games that will remain unimplemented, attention will be given in suggesting ideas
for enriching their gameplay and making them as interesting as possible. Such gameplay
suggestions might regard various game modes (ex. Elimination round, team co-op, team
tournaments, and ladder) and game experience enhancements such as achievements,
unlockable content, special challenges and rewards. This also includes suggestions about
ranking and achievement practices from other games which have managed to keep players
motivated and retaining interest.
Finally, the game will be put online for a limited amount of time in order to evaluate its overall
usefulness and appealing. This concluding step aims at gathering the evaluation criteria through
questioners

2. Taxonomies and folksonomies
Historically, the first attempts to classify and organize information dates back in ancient
repositories such as the library of Alexandria in Egypt.2 People used taxonomic methods to
create organized accurate records about plants and animals as well as store knowledge of
various domains. As we are now crossing the modern era of digital information, it is evident
that information has dramatically increased in terms of availability as well as size and
abundance. The widespread and rapid advancement in communication and computing
technologies have allowed the evolution and expansion of the World Wide Web. Since Sir TimBerners Lee had the inception of the idea to “use hypertext in order to link and access
information of various kinds as a web of nodes where the user can browse at will3” 3; the World
Wide Web has evolved into a huge global information space where users are able to search,
browse, access, manipulate and publish vast volumes of data daily. For example, a fast evolving
aspect of the WWW is Web 2.0. The term was coined in January 1999 by Darcy DiNucci and it is
used to describe the new generation of applications and Web services which access and
retrieve data, while facilitating at the same time a number of principles that enhance the
notions of information sharing, interoperability, openness, user centered design and
collaboration between users [8]. Some examples of Web 2.0 applications that employ such
functionalities are various social networking sites and applications, blogs, wikis, video sharing
sites, web applications mashups and folksonomies.
Because of the vast amount of information that resides in the Internet, consistent classification
has become an increasingly important matter. This classification of resources comes in many
cases through tags and metadata. More precisely, the act of attaching a piece of semantic
information to an item is called tagging and results in metadata. Metadata is often
characterized as “data about data”, which is specific information about one or more aspects of
the data and most usually presented in the form of tags. In essence, a tag describes an item
through a set of textual keywords which reflects the relationship between the item and the
concept in a users mind. Thus, metadata is structured data about data and they are formed by
keywords and category names [9].

2.1 Taxonomies, Advantages and Disadvantages
Traditionally, the task of categorization and classification has been approached in a professional
way. For example, libraries and organizations formed their records using professionals, whose
purpose is to apply relevant terms to an item. Whether it is a book or a web document, the
applied terms accurately describe its content and uniquely distinguish or group that item from
2
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the rest. In a case of a digital library, the records must form a consistent and accurate
taxonomy that abides to specific rules. Hence, a professional cataloguer needs to have special
training and do the job according to standard schemes for cataloging, classification and
categorization such as the Dewey Decimal System4, the Library of Congress Classification
Scheme 5 and the Machine-Readable Cataloging records (MARC) standard6. The resulting
taxonomy is a controlled high quality ontology that describes all the items in the library,
arranged in a top-down hierarchical structure that maintains all the supertype-subtype
relationships of those [6].
The major disadvantage of professionally created metadata is their cost in economical terms as
well as in terms of time and effort [6]. If somebody considers the amount of existing content
and the fast rate that new content is added or being updated, then scalability problems is the
first thing that comes to mind. It is clear that professional cataloguers solely, would never be
able to categorize everything adequately fast. Another disadvantage that professional
taxonomies pose directly comes from the fact that they rely on specific rules. Although a
controlled taxonomy created by using dedicated cataloging systems and schemes would most
probably offer higher quality and more accurate relevance of the indexed elements, this overall
quality is impeded by the use of limited vocabularies. These vocabularies usually follow strict
terminology as used by specific domains and reflect the vocabulary of the individual
professional cataloguer forming the taxonomy; leaving aside the vocabularies used by
untrained users. No matter how rich a taxonomy might be in terms, it will never be able to fully
reflect different vocabularies of users with different cultural and social background using
everyday language.

2.2 Shift to user created metadata and folksonomies
An improvement to the problems mentioned above was the movement towards author created
tags, heralded by SGML7, the WWW, and the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative8. Since the advent
of Web 2.0 applications, many web resources have been bookmarked and tagged by their own
authors with freely chosen keywords. Generally, Web 2.0 applications are characterized by their
rich user experience, dynamic content, scalability and metadata [10]. These characteristics are
manifested through the freedom given to its users, who are able search, contribute, label and
identify relevant information according to their liking.
A basic principle shared amongst such applications is that they rely on their users to responsibly
and accurately enter metadata before their files are disseminated to others [11]. Outright, a
4
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person that makes use of a typical Web 2.0 site is given the chance to become the author of
user generated content, which in turn may be published and distributed within virtual
communities. By letting authors attach their own individual tags to their content, some of the
scalability issues found in professionally created metadata are resolved [6]. However, the most
notable advantage that Web 2.0 applications enabled was the ability of collaborative tagging. In
such a scheme, users are encouraged to participate in the categorization of content and make it
increase its findability. This type of collaborative classification systems are described with the
term folksonomy.
The word folksonomy is a fusion of the words “Folk” and “Taxonomy” and it was first coined by
the information architect Thomas Vander Wal in August of 2004. In his words, the definition of
a folksonomy is: "… the result of personal free tagging of information and objects (anything with
a URL) for one's own retrieval. The tagging is done in a social environment (shared and open to
others). The act of tagging is done by the person consuming the information." [7] In contrast
with a taxonomy which is a hierarchical approach for categorization, a folksonomy is a bottomup approach consisted from terms arranged in a flat namespace; and does not maintain an
explicit hierarchy or specific supertype-subtype relationships between the terms and elements
[6].
Additionally, a folksonomy does not hold any specific predetermined vocabulary or set of
classification terms or labels. It uses people’s own words in order to describe material and data.
[12] In other words, a folksonomy is consisted from a set of terms that a group of users tag
content with, which implies a broader number of vocabularies, thus a more flexible approach
for describing documents. The immediate effect is that tagging has moved from being an
individual process of categorization towards an open cooperative social process of indexing and
knowledge construction.
Such an approach is an example of distributed human computing, or human-based
computation. Essentially this technique combines the strengths of humans and machines and
provides a tangible solution to tagging by delegating part of the problem to a larger number of
users [4][13]. This displacement of labor is called “Crowdsourcing” and depends on the
willingness and altruistic spirit of users to aid towards the accomplishment of each purpose.

2.3 Kinds of tags
Tags can be distinguished into a number of different types, depending on their purpose. The
following classes are as mentioned in [14] and represent the entirety of tag types met within
any usual folksonomy:
Content-Based tags: These tags identify the actual content of the resource. Examples of
content based tags are: Batman, Ferrari, Open source, Logitech, etc.

Context-Based tags: These types of tags provide the actual context of an object in which the
object was created or saved as well as they provide descriptions of locations and time.
Examples of context-based tags are: Amsterdam, Dam Square, 11-11-2011, etc.
Attribute tags: These tags are associated with inherent attributes of an object but they may not
be derived from the content directly. Furthermore, their purpose is to identify what or who the
resource is about (e.g., the author of some resource), as well as to identify various
characteristics of the resource (e.g., funny, scary).
Ownership tags: These tags identify the owner of a resource.
Subjective tags: These tags are placed with the motivation of self expression and are used to
express an individual’s emotion or personal opinion about some document. Additionally they
are used to recommend or evaluate an object. Examples of such tags are: cool, bad, useful,
beautiful, etc. Note that subjective tags can be related with attribute tags.
Organizational tags: These tags relate with personal tasks or specific interests of an individual
that have to do with the document and serve a organizational or reminder purpose to the user
applying them. Examples of such tags are: to-read, mywork, mypicture, etc. These tags are
often not useful to the general public.
Factual tags: These tags are generally helpful tags that are used to identify facts about an
object such as people, places or concepts and help describe objects in a way that most people
would agree with. Content-bases, context based and objective attribute tags are considered to
be factual tags.
Tag bundles: A tag bundle is a group of related tags used to organize a tag cloud. In other
words, it is the tagging of tags that result in the creation of hierarchical folksonomies.

2.4 Folksonomy and tag issues
Despite the overall importance and usefulness of folksonomies, there exist a number of
problems which impede the quality of tags being registered in any folksonomy system. In
comparison with taxonomies who suffer from scalability and practicality issues, the problems
associated with folksonomies lie on the opposite side of the spectrum. In a folksonomy system,
users are given the chance to become individual interpreters of any document and furthermore
are allowed to insert keywords freely according to their individual interpretation and
background [15]. Moreover, since the set of term are added in an uncontrolled manner and do
not follow any formal guidelines, this effectively means that there are cases of ambiguous,
imprecise and inadvertent tags [16][17][18]. This is also due to the heterogeneity of users in

combination with the variance in linguistic expressions and vocabularies, as well as the diversity
of human language itself. Finally, folksonomy systems usually do not impose any judgment on
user tags and this turns out in a chaotic set of terms that does not support effective searching
as a controlled vocabulary would. The examples presented below are as mentioned in
[6][18][19][20][22] and consist the main cases of problematic tags. All the cases can be
summarized and described using the word meta-noise [21].
Ambiguity: Ambiguity of tags can emerge because there are no clear guidelines and scope
notes in the usage of term as different users try to describe a document in different ways. For
example, a document tagged with the word “filter” can return varying results ranging from
cigarette filters, water filters, car filters or filtering methods as used by various Internet
providers. Effectively that means that a number of different domains and ideas are mixed
together in the same tag, obfuscating the interpretation of the given document.
Spaces, Multiple Words: This problem arises when users provide tags using multiple words and
spaces to separate words from one another, while others might conjoin words together to form
a long unified term. The latter practice results in useless compound terms. For example, a user
using spaces and multiple words may provide the tags “blue sky” while another might provide
the term “bluesky”. While both terms describe the same concept, the two terms would be
registered as different tags, apart from the fact that the second term is harder to search for.
Synonyms: Users may describe a document using synonyms. This leads to different tags, which
nevertheless describe the same concept. For example, a user might use the word “car” while
someone else might use the word “automobile”. However, even if these 2 words describe the
same thing, the words car and automobile would be registered as different tags.
Plural and singular: Plural versus singular is another problem that appears often in folksonomy
systems. Users may describe a document using the same word but in a different form. In this
case a user could provide the word “car” while another user could provide the word “cars”. Yet
again, these words would be registered as different tags.
Specialized / personal tags: Groups of users may provide esoteric tags in order to give a highly
personal description of a concept. Usually these tags can be understood by a limited number of
users which may belong to the same work group or community, but are rather unhelpful or
nonsense to the vast majority of users. For example, dedicated fans of the rock group Primus
have a running inner joke of the band and make use of the phrase “Primus sucks” to describe
their liking for the band. While that phrase is recognizable between dedicated fans and implies
a positive enunciation, others may misunderstand the humorous concept and take the literal
meaning of the phrase. Additionally, even if the tag “sucks” has nothing to do with the inner
band joke, it reflects a personal subjective opinion. In the same manner words like “cool”,

“bad”, “lame” etc, fall into the category. Finally, tags such as “to read” or “to do” are provided
as unique markers for individual users and their purpose is to help them when submitting them.
However they do not reflect to the broader set of users or do not add any helpful meaning to
the content.
Spelling errors: One last category of problems in folksonomies is cases of erroneous spelling.
Users may inadvertently do spelling errors. For example a user may want to provide the tag
“black car” but instead types “blac car” or “blacl car”.

3. Improving tag quality
When we go into the task of finding methods to improve the overall quality of terms within a
folksonomy, we need to keep in mind that the usefulness of folksonomies is not called into
question. We also need to consider the very nature of the folksonomy itself. It is an open,
inherently uncontrolled categorization system constructed by people and therefore it should
remain like that. Thus, the primary goal is to refine metadata within a folksonomy and remove
as much meta-noise as possible without restricting or tidying it up too tightly, in order to ensure
its openness. The more control somebody applies to a folksonomy, the more it will resemble a
taxonomic categorization system. There are two general ways that could be followed in order
to improve the metadata created in folksonomies; the first one is to educate users to add
better tags and guide them accordingly with a loose set of rules. The second approach is to
improve the system in order to allow better tags to be added. This means that system which
use folksonomies should equip mechanisms for processing inserted tags and normalizing them
in an appropriate way. Nevertheless, even if folksonomies lie in the opposite side from
taxonomies, there is evidence that tags within a folksonomy can closely follow standard
guidelines for controlled vocabularies. Thus, before proceeding on describing any of the two
suggestions mentioned above, we first need to take a closer look on the structure of tags in a
folksonomy.

3.1 Structure of terms in folksonomies
In order to create a rule set for flat name spaces we need to take into account the fact that;
despite the lack of clear guidelines for term creation in folksonomies, in principle many
folksonomy systems correspond to various NISO recommendations. The NISO guidelines [9] for
thesaurus construction constitute a set of recognized guidelines for controlled vocabularies
construction. While folksonomies differ from controlled vocabularies, nonetheless they are lists
of terms that describe content. Based on the research performed by Louise F. Spiteri [17],
results show that the structure of tags in folksonomies reflects the widely accepted standards
for controlled vocabularies. The purpose of Spiteri’s study was to evaluate the structure and
form of folksonomies against section 6 of the NISO guidelines for the construction of controlled

vocabularies (NISO, 2005). It particularly looks at the choice and form of terms, in order to find
if there were any similarities. The tags put under test were chosen over a thirty day period from
three popular folksonomy sites: Delicious, Furl and Technorati; mainly because they provide
daily logs of the most popular tags assigned on any given date. A list of unique tags was
compiled and the analysis of tag structure was conducted by applying the NISO guidelines. The
number of tags per site was 76 for Delicious, 208 for Furl and 229 for Technorati. The results of
the study indicate the following:
Rules:
Homographs
Single vs. Plural
Unique Entities
Nouns

Spelling
Abbreviation,
Initialisms, Acronyms
Neologisms,Slang,
Jargon

Delicious
22%
93% (single term)
22%
18% (count nouns)
36% of count nouns in
plural form
4% spelled incorrectly
22%

Furl
12%
76% (single term)
14%
35% (count nouns)
62% of count nouns in
plural form
3% spelled incorrectly
16%

Technorati
20%
80% (single term)
49%
23% (count nouns)
34% of count nouns in
plural form
2% spelled incorectly
19%

3%

10%

6%

Delicious
88%
5%
1%
0%
6%
0%

Furl
71%
6%
15%
2%
6%
0%

Technorati
86%
4%
4%
3%
3%
0%

Nouns
Verbal nouns
Noun phrases – premodified
Noun phrases – Postmodified
Adjectives
Adverbs

Explanations of NISO rules are provided in Index 1.

The results show that the tags from the three sites closely corresponded to the NISO guidelines
outlined above; namely with the types of concepts expressed by tags, the predominance of
single tags, the predominance of nouns, the use of recognized spelling and the use of primarily
alphabetic characters. Additionally, all three sites closely corresponded to the rules regarding
the grammatical structure of tags as suggested by NISO. (Chapter 6.4) The rules state that terms
should be mainly nouns or noun phrases, while adjectives and adverbs should be kept to a
minimum. The main problem tags mostly present is their potential for ambiguity, and polysemy
(i.e homographs); even though the proportion of such tags was less than one quarter of the
tags in each site. An extra case is compound words. Users who provide compound tags seek the
richness that a structured sentence can provide, since a single word may not be adequate to

provide a fully understood meaning. In all other areas, tags presented a close correspondence
with the NISO guidelines for controlled vocabularies.

3.2 Educating Users
Since we have established that tags within folksonomies indeed follow some basic taxonomic
rules, we can proceed to describe and explain the first approach of educating users to add
better tags and guide them accordingly with a loose set of rules. Since untrained users provide
tags that resemble the structure of tags well within NISO standards, inducing a loose set of
rules would not limit freedom in a large extend [17]. The approach of creating a rule set for
folksonomies is also backed up by people in the folksonomy community [23], as they have
presented many ideas on blogs and folksonomy discussion sites about various practices for tag
selections. Some of these suggestions are:








Using plurals rather than singulars. Given that users follow this rule, even if only a
limited number of users do so, such a measure would eliminate a portion of meta-noise
and produce a more uniform set of tags. Additional measures would be to provide clear
explanations on how to use singular and plural forms.
Using lower case or Camel Case (formatting each word with an initial upper-case letter
to improve readability).
Grouping words using an underscore or any other symbol. Since most compound tags
are difficult to parse and they are rendered essentially useless, encouraging their
replacement with tags separated by an underscore would be a wise method for
concatenating terms.
Following tag conventions started by others.
Adding synonyms in order to extend the keyword pool.

Thus, if we attempt to improve tag literacy by educating users, we steps need to be considered:
Initially, the creators and community behind folksonomy systems need to create a set of rules
that will define an acceptable standard for tag format. Since there are no clear guidelines and
standards on tagging practices for folksonomies, these rules must be formed according to the
desires of the creators. Secondly, as soon as these rules are formed, they must be made aware
to users who respectively have to follow them as much as possible. This could be achieved
either by the users themselves who are driven by altruism and a sense of correctness towards
their participation in the system, or by enforcing these rules indirectly to the users. For
example, in a GWAP, users could gain more points or get a greater score if the adhere to the
rule set.
Again, it’s necessary to remind that such a rule set should have no intention to tightly restrict
user freedom of tag selection or control the overall openness of the folksonomy. Instead these

rules should be treated as a loose guide that aims to reduce a portion of meta-noise and induce
a uniform approach that will produce a certain amount of consistency amongst users and
therefore to the tags being added.

4. Improving systems
So far we have seen that the major problems in collaborative tagging systems are caused
mainly due to the heterogeneity of users who make use of such systems as well as because of
linguistic reasons. The diversity of user behavior, background, culture, country and language,
combined with the open nature of folksonomies would inevitably cause cases of inconsistency,
inaccuracy and ambiguity. As we explained, one step towards the improvement of tags would
be to create a clearly defined set of rules that would guide users to tag in a uniform format. In
that way some of the meta-noise would disappear, however that measure alone is far from
enough to rectify the situation adequately.
The outmost improvement for drastically reducing meta-noise would emerge if folksonomy
systems encapsulated mechanisms for correcting and making tags more relevant. Many
researchers have tried to address these challenges using different approaches. The most
notable method for reducing meta-noise such as spelling errors, spaces, multiple words and
camel case is by employing filtering methods that clean up user tags and bring them into a
correct state. On the other hand, the problem of resolving tag ambiguity has been tackled by
integrating user tags with professional annotations. Essentially this approach tries to combine
Web 2.0 and Semantic Web through the process of mapping end-user tags from folksonomies
with semantic counter parts from ontologies and lexical vocabularies.
The Semantic Web and Social Web are two rapidly growing areas, evolving independently
but complementing each other. The Semantic Web is a web of data that presents ontological
aspects in a top-down model and allows machines to understand the semantics of information,
leading to an effective way of finding and sharing information9. One crucial attribute of the
Semantic Web is that it relies on the author to create rich annotated data [26]. This data is
organized and categorized into machine processable formal ontologies with precise and
rigorous structure. However, the Semantic Web struggles from flexibility and scalability, in
addition to facing technical challenges of deployment on the current web. On the other hand,
Social Web makes use of folksonomies and unstructured data. Folksonomies represent a
bottom up categorization method where data come from users who freely chose keywords to
describe content. However, these annotations carry lesser semantic value and may suffer from
inconsistency or inaccuracy.

9

The World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/

The following sections provide a study of different techniques that seeks to improve on both
these matters. The important point of these case studies is to prove the effectiveness of
filtering methods in correcting tags, as well as that folksonomies are a potential source for
generating semantic metadata when combined with the Semantic Web; since there is a strong
relationship between folksonomies with the human indexer’s mindset.

4.1 Case study 1 - FolksAnnotation Tool
The first example is a tool for annotating learning resources by using folksonomies and domain
ontologies, implemented by Hend S. Al-Khalifa and Hugh C. Davis [24][25]. Their system is
comprised of two pipelines, namely the tag extraction and normalization process and the
semantic metadata creation.
The normalization pipeline is done automatically and aims in reducing the noise of tags. This is
achieved by extracting all the tags assigned to a web resource (for that instance, in the
del.icio.us service) and normalizing them into a likely format. The system architecture of
FolksAnnotation tool is shown in the image below.

The process works as follows:
Initially, tags are converted to lower case in order to apply string manipulation easier. Next, all
non-English characters are dropped in order to ensure that only English written tags are present
during the semantic annotation process. Thirdly, tags are converted from plural to singular
(stemming process) and grouped together according to their similarity (inclusion of substrings).
Finally, general concept tags are eliminated.
As soon as all tags have gone through the normalization pipeline and brought to the desired
format, the normalized list is ready to be used in the semantic annotation pipeline. The purpose
of this process is to generate semantic metadata by mapping each normalized folksonomy tag
to different ontologies concepts.
The process is responsible for matching normalized folksonomy terms from the bookmarked
resource against term in the ontology which work as a controlled vocabulary and it only selects
those terms that appear in the ontology. After tags have been matched accordingly to the
general, specific and resource type ontologies, they reach the inference engine which
associates these semantics to the annotated web resource. For the case of FolksAnnotation
tool, the semantics correspond to pedagogical notions (difficulty level and instructional level).
These two values are generated from a set of reasoning rules when enough information is
available in the basic semantic descriptors.

4.2 Case study 2: Merging Folksonomies and Ontologies in Authoring of
Adaptive Hypermedia
Fawaz Ghali, Mike Sharp and Alexandra I. Cristea propose a mechanism for mapping
unstructured data from Social Web folksonomies with structured ontologies from the Semantic
Web [27]. As stated by the authors, such merge would lead into the following advantages: 1)
Creation of semantic relations between tags of a folksonomy; 2) Enable reasoning on the Social
Web. 3) Augment the authoring process of adaptive hypermedia, by providing rich, free, but
also hierarchically structured data from the combined Social and Semantic Web. Their
methodology makes use on a set of unstructured tags taken from Flickr and focuses on three
main phases: 1) Filtering misspelled tags from the Social Web, 2) grouping unstructured tags
based on co-occurrence values and 3) mapping grouped tags onto matching elements of
ontologies (using Swoogle10 and Jena11). The figure below summarizes the three phases.
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The first stage is concerned with correcting misspelled tags. In order to achieve this, the set of
unstructured tags are prompted for filtering and analyzed with the Google API spell checker
software. The Google API takes a word query and checks whether or not the tag represents the
most used version of a word. If it finds alternative related search results with different spelling,
then the keyword is replaced with the suggested one based on occurrences of all keywords on
the Internet.
As soon as the spelling of keywords is reformed into a consistent state, similar keywords are
grouped together based on statistical information retrieved from co-occurrence values. This
process is the second phase of the approach and it is done using the Flickr API 12. The cooccurrence values represent how many times these two tags are used together in tagging
multiple resources. For example, consider the two keywords “love” and “harmony” being used
to tag two imaged on Flickr. Their co-occurrence value is 2. If these tags are used together
again, their values would be incremented accordingly, meaning that the relatedness is
determined by the number of the times these two tags appeared together in the whole
dataset.
Finally, the third stage matches grouped keywords with ontologies in order to enrich the
grouped tags with semantic relations and provide information about the type and structure of
the relation between the tags. This procedure is achieved using Swoogle, which is a search
engine for Semantic Web ontologies, documents, terms and data published on the Web that
discovers RDF and HTML documents with embedded RDF content. Additionally, because
Swoogle does not provide reasoning and extraction of fully automated semantic relations
between the grouped tags, this task is performed using Jena. Jena is an open source semantic
web framework for Java which parses and serialized RDF files retrieved from Swoogle, in order
to determine the semantic relations between the tags within a group.
12

http://www.flickr.com/groups/api/

4.3 Case study 3 - Dealing with multi-linguality
One of the problems reported in many systems using folksonomies, as well as in Waisda [28] is
the difficulty when stemming keywords, as this procedure is language dependent. Thus far,
Waisda did not present such a problem, as almost all tags were in Dutch; hence the appropriate
stemmer was used. However, Waisda is deployed on the web which is a multilingual
environment with heterogeneous users who may use a number of different languages. As a
result, the stemming process would require determining the language of the tag and having a
different stemming algorithm for each language. Two solutions initially proposed were: Try to
predict the language of the tag based on profile data of each user, in particular the language
preference. The second solution involves looking at the tagging history of each user in order to
determine the language by the majority of the tags created by him/her.
In the past, Waisda? has made use of GTAA13 and Cornetto14. The former is a domain
vocabulary and the latter is a general lexical source that covers common lexical terms.
Specifically, GTAA (Dutch acronym for Common Thesaurus Audio-visual Archives) is the
thesaurus used by professional cataloguers in the Sound and Vision documentation process.
Cornetto is a lexical semantic database of Dutch that contains 40K entries, including the most
generic and central part of the language.
A third solution, however, would be to make use of the lexical ontology WordNet 15 and
EuroWordNet16. Incorporating such holds advantages as it may prove helpful with organizing
tags into categories and assist searching. Relevant research [29][30][31][32] has shown the
fruitful potential of employing WordNet when aiming to solve multi-linguality, as well as tag
ambiguity. WordNet includes all common parts of speech; nouns, adjectives, verbs, and
adverbs, as well as a set of synonym words, called synset, that defines any particular concept.
The synsets and words are linked together and hold a lot of lexical and semantic relations
between them. EuroWordNet expands on that idea and unites WordNet in different languages
(Dutch, Spanish, Italian, German, French, Czech and Estonian) in a single multilingual lexical
resource.
Specifically, the EuroWordNet will find equivalent words that match the tag in the languages
mentioned above using the Inter-Lingual-Index (ILI)17. The Inter-Lingual-Index is a standardized
index of sense-distinctions that can be used as a universal and cross-lingual standard for sense
differentiation. The ILI, developed in EuroWordNet is partially adapted to provide a better
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matching across the languages and has been expanding to include various concepts and
domains (for example, computer terminology) in all the aforementioned languages.
As an example, take the word “beautiful” which is used to describe the beauty of something.
Additional synonymous words are “pretty” “gorgeous” “magnificent” or “appealing”. In this
case, the WordNet ontology contains many synonyms that correlate with the word beautiful.
Thus when a user adds a synonymous tag the system could consult the WordNet ontology to
check if it contains the inserted tag. If it does not then it is added to the existing set of
synonymous words. On the other hand, when a user searches for the word “beautiful” the
WordNet ontology could retrieve and show all the synonyms along with the original search
keyword, thus ensuring the retrieval of relevant results.
Of course, when considering searching for tags, there are two different ways that could be
followed; save time or save space. More specifically, either the words included in the WordNet
and EuroWordNet should be replicated and stored in the folksonomy as system tags, or these
words and relations could be deduced from the lexical resources at search time. Using the same
example with the word “beautiful”, when a user uses this particular word, in the former case
the results would be retrieved much faster, whereas in the second case, the keyword would
have to be sent to the WordNet and the results sent back to the folksonomy. This
communication between the folksonomy and the ontology is time consuming while the user is
waiting for a response.

4.4 Case study 4 – News@Hand
A related alternative method of filtering tags has been suggested in [29]. The research is
considered with the retrieval and consolidation of tag information from multiple sources, into
ontologies within a common semantic layer that unifies and classifies social tags from several
Web 2.0 sites. This idea is put to the test against different personalized information retrieval
frameworks. These frameworks include: multi-facet hybrid recommendations [32], semantic
query-based searching [33], personalized context-aware content retrieval [34], and grouporiented profiling [35].
Specifically, their proposal is to feed to the previous strategies, user profiles built from personal
tag clouds on Flickr and del.icio.us web sites. The mapping of those social tags to the
ontological structures involve three steps: 1) Filtering of tags, 2) the acquisition of semantic
information from the Web to map the remaining tags into a common vocabulary, and 3) the
categorization of the obtained concepts according to the existing ontology classes. All these
techniques are fused and tested in News@hand[29], an application that recommends news.
The ontological knowledge bases and user profiles within News@hand are generated from
public social tagging information. The application embodies a mechanism for the creation of
ontology instances from retrieved tags, according to semantic information collected from the

Web. It additionally uses a filtering method that performs morphological and semantic
transformation to the tags, in order bring them in an appropriate format and associate them
into a common vocabulary.
All the different steps that occur during the filtering process are summarized in the picture
below and explained afterwards.

Step 1: Lexical filtering
The first point of interest is the process of filtering and correcting tags. This process tries to
address the same problem that every folksonomy presents; cleaning tags from meta-noise and
provide good quality tags annotations. The filtering process begins immediately after the tags
have been harvested from folksonomy sites. These tags are still in a raw and unprocessed state.
Tags are passed onto the Lexical Filter whose purpose is to apply several filtering operations.
For example, tags that are too small (length =1) or too large (length >25) are removed entirely,
resulting in a discarding rate of approximately 3% of the initial dataset. Then, all special
characters such as accents, dieresis and caret symbols are converted to their basic form (à, á, â,
ã, ä, å are converted into a). Additionally in order to maintain notable tags that contain
numbers (e.g dates, 2010, 2011; common references, 911, 666; popular combinations of letters
and numbers, 4 x 4, 7up), all tags are passed through filtering based on a set of custom
heuristics. Tags which do not pass a certain global frequency threshold are discarded. Finally,
any common stop-words such as pronouns, articles, prepositions and conjunctions are
removed.

After lexical filtering has finished applying its operations, the tags are passed onto the WordNet
Manager for matching with the thesaurus of WordNet. If a match is made, the tag is passed
directly to the set of filtered tags in order to save further unnecessary processing.
Step 2: Compound nouns and misspellings
If matching with WordNet in step 1 proves unsuccessful they are assumed to be misspelled or
being compound nouns. The unmatched terms are passed to Google which searches for more
relevant search results with alternative spellings, using the “did you mean” mechanism. Google
spell checker is based on occurrences of words on the Internet, thus it is able to suggest
common spellings for proper nouns that would not appear in a standard dictionary. The Google
“did you mean” mechanism also provides a way of dealing with compound words, even though
it is likely to fail when dealing with words comprised from more than two terms. For example
the tag SanFrancisco is corrected to San Francisco, but the tag unitedkingdomsouthampton
cannot be resolved.
In order to deal with these cases, a complementary algorithm that sorts the tags in alphabetic
order and processes the tag list sequentially is employed. By caching previous lookups and
matching the first shared characters of the current tag string, the algorithm is able to split the
tag into a prefix (previously resolved by Google) and a postfix. Afterwards, a second lookup is
performed using the postfix to seek any further possible matches. The process is iteratively
repeated until no splits are obtained from the Google Connector. The advantage of this
technique is its low computational costs, its efficiency and speed, when compared to any
bespoke string-splitting heuristic. Likewise with step 1, the resulting tags are sent again to the
WordNet manager for validation. Unprocessed tags are added to the pending tag stack, and
unmatched tags are discarded.
Step 3: Wikipedia correlation
The third step’s purpose is to provide an agreed representation for terms that do not usually
appear in grammar dictionaries, either because they represent proper names, contemporary
terminology or because they are widely used acronyms. In order to provide an agreed
representation for such tags, they are correlated to their appropriate Wikipedia entries using
the Wikipedia Connector. Wikipedia is a multilingual, open access, free content encyclopedia on
the Internet, with over 90,000 contributors and about 20 million pages. Wikipedia contains
classification and relatedness categories collaboratively and supports term disambiguation and
dereferencing of acronyms. Furthermore, the Wikipedia Connector is responsible for
consolidating agreed terms for filtered tags, as well as retrieving semantic information about
each obtained entry. This semantic information is exploited by the ontology population and
annotation processes described below.

Step 4: Morphologically similar terms
This step deals with the various morphological variations of similar terms that refer to the same
concept. An example of such discrepancy is the various cases of singular and plural forms (e.g
blog, blogs) or other morphological variations (blogging, web log). The reduction of
morphological variations is done using the stemming functions provided by the Snowball library
10, which essentially converts similar tags to a single tag. For each group of similar tags, the
shortest term found in WordNet is used as the representative tag.
Step 5: WordNet synonyms
The synonym problem is a well known problem within folksonomies. People refer to a certain
concept using different terms that have the same meaning, but with different morphological
forms. In this case the solution to the synonym problem is provided by WordNet, which offers
synonym relations between synsets of the terms. By merging pairs of synonyms into single
terms, a simple filtering is achieved, however since many terms refer to possibly more than one
meanings, not all of them should be taken into consideration. The merging process comprises
of three stages. The first one is considered with the creation of a matrix of synonym relations by
using WordNet. The second phase, non ambiguous synonym pairs are recognized and based on
the number of synonym relations found for each tag. The third stage finally, replaces each of
the synonym pairs with the most popular term. Examples of thus processed synonym pairs are
android and humanoid, thesis and dissertation, funicular and cable railway, stein and beer mug,
or poinsettia and Christmas flower.

4.5 Case study 5 – FLOR Mechanism
Another example of related work in the same field is described in [31]. Their goal was to
automatically enrich folksonomy tags with formal semantics, by associating them to relevant
concepts with online ontologies. In order to achieve this, they introduce a mechanism which
combines knowledge from WordNet and online ontologies, named FLOR (FoLksonomy Ontology
ENrichment).
The mechanism takes a set of tags as input and automatically relates them to relevant semantic
entities (classes, relations, and instances) defined in online ontologies, in order to output a set
of semantically enriched FLORtags. Thus, tags within flat folksonomies tag spaces are linked
with Semantic Web Entities (SWEs) and transformed into rich semantic representations. The
immediate advantage of this approach is that tags are automatically associated with the
semantic neighborhood provided by the corresponding ontology they are matched to. For
example, take the word canine. Following that approach, apart from identifying that canine is a
sub class of carnivore; the relation canine-disjoint-with-feline could also be acquired.

FLOR is consisted from three different components and performs a three step methodology
that leads to the fulfillment of its goal.
The first component is called Lexical Processing and aims at cleaning tags from meta-noise or
potentially useless tags based on a set of heuristics. This step is performed in order to decide
which tags are useful and which are not and it’s necessary due to the wide variety of different
tags found in folksonomies. The result of the first task is the so called Lexical Representations
that comprises a list of lexical forms for the tag, such as plural and singular form for nouns and
delimited types of compound tags. The second component is named Sense Definition and
Semantic Expansion; and it’s considered with assigning a WordNet sense to each tag based on
its content. Additionally it extracts all relevant synonyms and hypernyms so that migration to a
richer representation of the tag is possible. Lastly, the Semantic Enrichment stage associates
every tag to the appropriate SWE (Semantic Web Entities) and generates a list that contains all
entity-SWE links. The three components are shown in the image below and their respective
tasks
are
explained
afterwards.

Stage 1: Lexical Processing
The role of the Lexical Processing component is to clean up tags from meta-noise, identify
meaningful tags from the entire tag pool and meaningless or useless tags that don’t deserve to
be included in the semantic enrichment process. Meaningless and useless tags derive from the

open nature of folksonomies, which gives its user the freedom to choose tag without any
restrictions. The result is a wide variety of different tags types within the folksonomy with many
morphological variations. (Plural-singular, compound words, tags with special characters, nonEnglish tags, ambiguous terms, spelling variations, etc) Previous work [36][37][38] has identified
different conceptual categories of tags such as events, locations and persons, as well as tag
categories that can be describe by syntactic characteristics. The process of deciding which tags
are to be further used is done in two steps:
Initially, the Lexical Isolation phase identifies, isolates and excludes tags that contain numbers,
special characters and non-English tags. The reason of exclusion of non-English tags is due to
the fact that FLOR is associated mainly with external knowledge sources that are primarily in
English. However, extending the mechanism to include other languages could be achieved by
making use of EuroWordNet.
The next step continues with the Lexical Normalization phase and aims to solve the various
naming convention incompatibilities between folksonomies, ontologies and thesauri, such as
WordNet. The output of this phase is a list of all possible Lexical Representations for each tag.
This is done in order to maximize the coverage of this tag by all the different resources as much
as possible. For example, the compound tag santabarbara in folksonomies appears in various
other forms in ontologies and WordNet (Santa – Barbara, Santa + Barbara, Santa Barbara). The
outcome of the Lexical Normalization would be a list of all the possible lexical representations
of that term (santaBarbara, santa.barbara, santa Barbara, santabarbara, santa+Barbara, etc).
Stage 2: Sense Definition and Semantic Expansion
The sense definition and semantic expansion phase includes two separate steps. The first step
of Sense definition aims to provide the intended sense of a tag in the given context, in order to
be connected with a relevant SWE (Semantic Web Entities). This is due to polysemy cases of
tags, where the same term can have different meanings within different contexts. For example
the tag “Jaguar” could describe the animal or the car brand, depending on the context in which
it appears. The context is defined by a set of tags that co-occur with the given tag during the
description of a resource.
The WordNet lexical ontology is used as a sense repository in order to compute the similarities
between the senses of all tags in a tagset and achieve the disambiguation of a term. For
example, in the tagset (panther, jaguar, jungle, wild) the context of the word jaguar is (panther,
jungle, wild), whereas if the same word is used within the tagset (sports car, Britain, jaguar,
road) it would indicate the context (sports car, Britain, road), which clearly demonstrates the
different meaning of the term. Therefore in order to define the senses of tags, all the lexical

representations for each tag are identified in WordNet. If more than one meaning is found
within the synsets, then the contextual information of the tagset is taken into account and the
similarity between all the combinations of tags is calculated using the Wu and Palmer similarity
formula [39].
The similarity degree between two senses depends on the number of common ancestors
between them in the hierarchy of WordNet, and the length of their connecting paths. The
result of any calculation is a couple of senses and a respective similarity degree for each of
those. The senses that return the highest similarity degree (also higher than the pre-specified
threshold 0.8, which indicates correct relatedness in most of the cases) are selected. If a tag has
a low similarity, it is compared to all other tags in its cluster and assigned to the most popular
WordNet sense. It has to be noted that the threshold value of 0.8 was empirically established to
lead to reasonable results. Any lower values could potentially lead to unrelated tags, as for
example in the tagset (girl, eating, red, apple) where the similarity between “red” and “girl” is
0.7 for the senses Bolshevik, Marxist, Pinko, Red, Bolshie, (terms which refer to extreme
radicals of the Russian revolution) Girlfriend, Girl, Lady friend.
The second step is called Semantic Expansion and it’s considered with semantically expanding
tags based on previous identified senses. This step is necessary because online ontologies might
not contain concepts that are syntactically equivalent to given tags; they just might contain
concepts that refer to only one of its synonyms. Therefore, the Semantic Expansion includes the
synonyms and hypernyms of a tag in the FLORTag. WordNet is used to extract the correct sense
synonyms and the synonyms of this sense’s hypernyms. Using the same example of jaguar
again, if the word refers to an animal in a specific context, then the semantic expansion would
include a list of synonyms (panther, panthera onca, felis onca) as well as a list of hypernyms (big
cat, feline, carnivore).
Stage 3: Semantic Enrichment
This is the last stage in the entire methodology of FLOR and the final output consisting of a set
of enriched FLORTags is produced. The results of lexical cleaning and semantic expansion
performed in the previous steps are brought to FLOR for identification of relevant SWEs for
each tag. These SWEs are selected by querying the WATSON semantic web gateway [40], which
will in turn give access to all online ontologies. Only those ontologies that contain one of the
lexical representation or synonym of a tag in their local name or labels are chosen.
In many cases there can be a number of corresponding SWEs, thus in order to reduce the
number of these and furthermore reduce redundancy; an entity integration process similar is
performed, which essentially integrates entities that have a high similarity into a single

semantic object. The similarity of two entities is computed in the following way: First a
comparison is made between their semantic neighborhoods (super-classes, subclasses, disjoint
classes for classes; domain, range, super-properties, and sub-properties) and their local names
and labels.
The formula for calculating similarity simDgr for two SWEs e1 and e2 is the following:
simDgr = W1 * SimLexical(e1,e2) + Wg * simGraph(e1,e2) where:
simLexical (e1, e2) is the similarity between the lexical information of two entities (their labels
and local names, computed with the Levenshtein distance metric) and
simGraph (e1, e2) is the similarity of the entities’ neighborhoods, the similarity of each
neighborhood element is computed based on string similarity.
W1 = 0, 3 and Wg = 0, 7 (the similarity of the semantic neighborhoods are considered more
important that the similarity of labels)
Entities are merged by integrating their neighborhoods into one when the similarity between
the two is higher than a threshold. Then the process is repeated until all entities are sufficiently
different from each other. When the entities are merged, then the tag is enriched with relevant
entities by comparing the ontological parents of the merged entity with the hypernyms
retrieved from WordNet. An example of an enriched FlorTag is shown in the image below.

4.6 Case Study 6 – SAP Algorithm
The final study [41] is concerned with constructing folksonomies, by integrating structured
metadata with relational clustering. This approach is based in previous researches about the
construction of conceptual hierarchies from social metadata. More specifically, the SAP
algorithm is an extension of collective relational clustering approach used for entity resolution
as described in [42]. That particular study also managed to identify and disambiguate entities
by utilizing intrinsic and extrinsic types of evidence. The SAP algorithm presents a similar
approach that uses these two types of evidence to identify and disambiguate concept names
from names and tags (intrinsic) and neighboring node features (extrinsic). Intrinsic evidence are
associated with specific instances, such as author names; while extrinsic features are derived
from structural evidence, such as co-author names in a citation database.
Similarly, the SAP algorithm uses structured social metadata (tags) and user specified shallow
hierarchies driven by similarity measures that utilize statistics of metadata. This is done in order
to incrementally transform individual hierarchies, into a larger complete global folksonomy. A
shallow hierarchy is a shallow tree representing a personal hierarchy and it is composed of a
root node and its children or leaf nodes, also known as a saplings.
For example on Flickr, users group their photos in album-like folders, called sets. Users can also
group sets into “super” albums, called collections *42+. Some users create multi-level
hierarchies containing collections of collections, etc., but the vast majority of users create
shallow hierarchies, consisting of collections and their constituent sets.The created shallow
hierarchy contains the sets and the “part-of” relationships between these sets. The root nodes
correspond to a user’s collection and inherit its name, while the lead nodes correspond to the
constituent sets of the collection which inherit their names. The picture below shows an
example of personal hierarchies specified by a FlickR user and contains: (a) Some of the
collections created by the user, (b) sets associated with the Plant Pests collection, and (c) tags
associated with an image in the Caterpillars set.

Moreover, SAP addresses the following related problems, namely: sparseness (lack of
aggregated social metadata from many different users), noisy vocabulary (spelling errors,
idiosyncratic naming conventions), ambiguity (same term describes more than one concept),
structural noise and conflicts (differences in individual organization preferences, vocabulary
differences amongst individual users, variations in degree of knowledge about a topic) and
inconsistent granularity and the various conflicts produced by the diversity of users (differences
in user level of expertise and expressiveness). Again, these problems arise, when structured
user generated metadata are integrated from FlickR. Some examples of such problems are
shown in the images below.

4.6.1 Similarity scores and merging operations
An effective approach to combine personal hierarchies into a global folksonomy is to aggregate
saplings both horizontally and vertically. What this means is that saplings will be merged
according to contextual information from their neighbors, based on the similarity measure
between a pair of nodes. The horizontal aggregation deals with merging saplings with similar
roots that expand the breadth of the tree by adding leaves to the root. Vertical aggregation
deals with merging leaves of one sapling with the root of another sapling. This consequently
extends the depth of the tree. The similarity measure between nodes in different saplings is a
combination of local similarity and structural similarity, expressed as:
nodesim(a,b) = a x localism(a,b) + (1-a) x structSim(a,b) where 0 < a < 1
Local Similarity
Local similarity is defined as localSim(a,b) and it is the similarity between two nodes (a and b)
and its based on the intrinsic features of the nodes, i.e. their names and tag distributions. Local
similarity is composed of two components: 1) the name similarity and 2) the tag distribution
similarity. Name similarity can be any string similarity metric which returns values ranging from
0 to 1. Tag similarity can be expressed as a simple function that checks the number of common
tags in the top K tags of a and b and returns 1 if this number is greater than J; otherwise returns
0.
Structural Similarity
Structural similarity is defined as structSim(a,b) and depends on the features of neighboring
nodes, such as the position of nodes within saplings. For example if (a) is the root of a certain

sapling, then its neighboring nodes are its children as well. If (a) is a leaf node, the neighboring
nodes are its parents and siblings. Two versions of structural similarity are defined:
structSimRR(,) which computes structural similarity between two root nodes (root-to-root
similarity), and structSimLR(,) which evaluates structural similarity between a root of one
sapling and the leaf of another (leaf-to-root similarity).
The root-to-root similarity establishes that two saplings are likely to describe the same concept
if their root nodes share the same stemmed name and some of their leaves also have the same
names. The root-to-root similarity computation is based on: (1) how many of the children have
a common stem name (match) and (2) the tag distribution similarity of those that do not have
the same name. The later is an optimistic estimate that child nodes of two saplings refer to the
same concept while having different names.
When the roots of sapling (a) and (b) are similar, they are merged and the result is a new
sapling that combines structures and tag statistics. As from the leaves of the new sapling, the
come from the union of leaves of the two saplings, where if there are leaves from a and b that
share the same stemmed name, their tag statistics are combined and attached to the
corresponding leaf in the new sapling. The width of the new sapling will increase as more
saplings are merged. This operation deals with the sparseness challenge.
Root-to-leaf similarity is the operation that extends the depth of the folksonomy. It is reminded
that this operation is concerned with merging the root node of a sapling with the leaf nodes of
another. One concern is that since nodes may have different roles, their corresponding
neighboring nodes are likely to have different roles. However, there is some overlap between
siblings of one sapling and the children of another sapling, as showcased in the following
picture (varying granularity).

Assume that both saplings (UK) have been merged and there are: (UK (Scotland, Glasgow,
Edinburgh, London)) and (Scotland (Glasgow, Shetland)); which should be merged. Since (UK)
and (Scotland) sapling both contain Glasgow and the user contained Glasgow under (UK)

instead of (Scotland), this shortcut contributes to the similarity between Scotland nodes.
Hence, the structural similarity of such types of leaf-root nodes measures the overlap between
them.
SAP Algorithm
The algorithm that embodies all the above mechanisms relies on a seed term used as the root
of a tree. This term simply corresponds to the name of the desired concept which a larger tree
will be built upon. The procedure starts with clustering individual saplings whose roots have the
same name as the name of the seed. This is performed by using similarity measures in order to
identify similar saplings. The merging itself is done with the operation mergeByRoot( , ) and
each merged sapling corresponds to a different sense of the seed term.
Then, the concept growth is started by selecting one of the merged saplings. The name of each
leaf of the initial sapling is used as a reference, for retrieving all other saplings that have similar
root names. Saplings whose root is most similar to the leaf are linked to it, whereas in cases
that several saplings match the leaf, all of them are merged together before the actual linking
takes place.
Clustering saplings into different senses and merging saplings to leaves of the tree is performed
incrementally until a certain threshold is reached. As an example, take the trees shown in
picture above and suppose that (UK) is the seeding term. The process will first cluster both (UK)
terms together. Now imagine that there is only one sense of UK resulting in a single sapling (UK)
with the same name. The procedure will continue by selecting one of the unlinked leaves say,
Glasgow, to work on. All saplings with root (Glasgow) will be clustered and linked to the sapling
(UK).
Handling Shortcuts: The attachment of a sapling A to a tree F may lead in structural
inconsistencies within the tree, for example, a shortcut. A shortcut arises when a leaf of A is
similar to a leaf of F. An example is shown in the following picture.

Imagine that the current tree is UK -> (London, England, Scotland) and we are about to attach
the sapling (London -> (British museum, Dockland, England)). If some user places England under
(London), the attachment of the sapling will create a shortcut to England. To resolve this, the
similarity between UK-London and UK-England is compared. Since England sapling is closer
toUK than London sapling, we simply attach England sapling to the tree; while ignoring London
leaf under UK.
Ideally, the shortest path would be dropped as the longer one is more likely to contain more
specific information. However there are cases where the decision of dropping a shorted path
cannot be taken immediately. This is due to lack of information of whether another shortcut
would be created if a sapling is attached. Thus at this point, the decision to drop the shorter
path is postponed until all relevant saplings for possible merge to the present leaf are retrieved.
Another problem lies in that there is no information whether attaching the England sapling will
create a shortcut to London from the root UK. Now suppose that leaf-UK,England does match
the root of sapling (England -> (London, Manchester, Liverpool)) and mutual shortcuts to
England and London appear once the saplings are attached to the tree. Then, the decision to
drop the shorter path must be made and that decision must be based on similarity. The sapling
that is more similar to root-UK should be linked to the tree.
Handling Loops: Another undesirable structure that could result by attaching a sapling to a leaf
is a loop. In many cases loops indicate synonymous concepts that arise because of variations in
users’ expertise and categorization preferences. In order to determine whether a loop is caused
by synonyms, the similarity between the root of the sapling and the root of the tree are checked.
If it is high enough, the similar leafs are removed from the tree and then the merging takes
place. For instance, take a look at the picture used before and suppose that the (London)

sapling is about to be attached to (England) sapling at its London node. In order to do so, the
England Node of London sapling must be removed first.
Mitigating other structural noise: There are cases, where a sapling containing a specific sense is
merged with a tree and the sense is relevant with a leaf; but totally irrelevant with the tree
root. Consider for example the hierarchy: flower -> rose -> black & white. There is a chance that
the sapling black & white -> (macro, portrait, landscape) will be judged relevant to the leaf
white of the tree, since they share common tags. This is due to the similarity measure between
the root and leaf, which is based on contextual information from neighboring saplings. Hence, if
this sapling is attached to the tree, the tree would end up containing mixed concepts from
“flower” and “portrait”. In order to avoid such cases, a check whether the sense of a sapling
that is destined to be attached is relevant to the ancestors of the leaf must be performed. This
is done using a continuity measure, which examines the tag overlap and decides not to attach
the sapling if it has less than L tags in common with the grandparent node. Additionally,
saplings that are the result of input from more than one user are only attached to leaf nodes.
Mitigating noisy vocabularies: Noisy nodes can appear due to idiosyncratic vocabularies used
by different users. These nodes can be identified by the number of users who specify them in a
certain merged sapling. Specifically, 1% of the number of all users who contribute to the sapling
is used as a threshold. Leaves of the sapling that are specified by fewer than that are removed.

5. Results and evaluation of case studies
This section will now present the results and evaluation criteria of each of the case studies
presented in chapter 4. The purpose of this chapter is to prove the overall usefulness,
correctness and effectiveness of the tag correctional mechanisms. The results are grouped
according to the evaluation criteria the original authors have provided. Hence, the results of
study cases 1, 2 and 5 which are concerned with the potential of filtering methods seeking to
reduce noise in tags are presented first. Next comes the evaluation of study case 3. It is
concerned with providing a solution for multilingualism using WordNet. The evaluation of study
case 3 can be considered complementary to the evaluation and results of case study 5.
Furthermore, the results of case study 4 follow. Besides the tag-correctional part, this is also
concerned with semantic enrichment using folksonomies and the effectiveness of such method
as an overall refinement to a tag based system. Finally, the evaluation and results of study case
6 are presented. The methodology of study case 6 is concerned with clustering similar
hierarchies by using their structure and tag statistics. Then it incrementally weaves them into
deeper, bushier trees while providing a solution for avoiding or resolving tag ambiguity.

5.1 Filtering Methods evaluation
Case study 2
We begin with presenting the evaluation for mapping unstructured data from Social Web
folksonomies with structured ontologies from the Semantic Web; by Fawaz Ghali, Mike Sharp
and Alexandra I. Cristea. The criterion for this case study is to check whether or not, various
filtering methods can reduce meta-noise and by how much. The evaluation for this approach
was put to with an initial subset of the 145 most popular tags of Flickr. The initial tag cloud was
then extended to a larger set of 11.138 tags, in order to retrieve related tags and capture the
relations between tags and quantifiers; necessary for co-occurrence analysis amongst the tags.
The experiment was set upon two conditions: 1) Each tag had to occur at least 10 times in order
to be part of a group. This value was experimentally determined and it’s based on the fact that
spam and unrelated tags have a lower average of co-occurrence value. 2) Every group that
shares more than five tags with another must be combined into a single group, in order to
avoid redundancy.
The filtering process is of particular interest. As mentioned before, erroneous spelling is one of
the problems that folksonomy sites and applications present, leading to meta-noise. In this case
Flickr tags suffered from quality aspects as they are generated in abundance by a number of
people who inadvertently misspelled them. In this case, 2.124 out of the total number of tags
were misspelled. During the filtering phase 1,854 tags of the misspelled tags were corrected,
which is about 87,288%, while the rest were discarded because their co-occurrence value was
below the threshold. After the filtering process the remaining 8710 tags were put into relevant
groups based on their co-occurrence values between tags. For example, the processing of the
tag “food” resulted in the retrieval of 71 related tags. After applying the conditions of the
experiment and filtering method, a set of 14 tags was obtained as follows: {food, fruit, dessert,
pasta, cake, red, seafood, fish, meat, grape, spaghetti, vegetable, bread, green}. Then, these 14
tags were mapped onto the elements of ontologies using Swoogle to retrieve ontologies that
contain the selected tag; and Jena in order to define relations among tags in this group. The
results for study case 2 are presented in the table below.
Study case 2 – Folksonomies and Ontologies in Authoring of Adaptive Hypermedia
methodology
Initial dataset
# of tags
# percentage
145 most popular tags of Flickr
11138
100%
Used to retrieve relevant tags
Removed tags (co-occurrence 2302
value below threshold)

20,667%

Misspelled tags
After Filtering
Corrected tags
Uncorrected tags
Total

2124
# of tags
1854
270
8710

19,06%
# percentage
87,288%
12,712%
100%

Besides the positive results of filtering, additional findings of the filtering method includes the
following:




The filtering procedure outlines the effect of decreasing the cost of creating and
authoring semantic content.
Tags are context specific; different users apply the same tag with different meanings.
Tags can also be system specific. In the specific experiment, tags were obtained from
Flickr by using its API. However since many social websites exist, it is reasonable to
expect different tag clouds and mapping results. For instance, extracting semantics from
wiki content requires using Wikipedia templates only.

Additionally, major findings concerning the rest two processes of grouping tags and mapping
tags include the following:







There is a delicate balance between manageability and preciseness. This is due to the
fact that in principle all tags on the social web are connected to each other and thus
belong to one group. This option however is not considered practical and does not scale
well and therefore the number of sets should be kept low. Nevertheless, since the
grouping of similar tags was based on co-occurrence values the tag set should also not
be kept too low. One important consideration to this aspect is that large sets can lead to
complex, time consuming computations and may contain too many false entries.
Not all social web tag groups are covered by ontologies. One solution could be to build
ontologies out of data coming from social web.
Several groups share the same subset of tags, which leads to a high degree of similarity
amongst those groups. This finding suggests that these groups should be merged into
larger ones in order to avoid redundancy.
Mapping to multiple ontologies could lead in decreasing tag ambiguity [20]. For example
the word “mouse” could be mapped with two different ontologies, clarifying its
meaning and disambiguating its multiple notions (rodent, computer input device, etc).
Note that this effectively gives solution to the aforementioned problem of polysemy, as
noted in the section regarding educating users.

Study case 5
Next is the evaluation of case study 5, the FLOR mechanism, which aims to reduce tag noise by
applying filtering methods over them. The correctness of FLOR was assessed on a data set of
250 randomly selected photos with 2819 attached tags in total. During the Lexical Isolation
process 1673 tags were removed (59%) resulting in 1146 remaining tags. Isolated tags
contained: 45 two character tags, 333 tags containing numbers and characters, 86 tags with
special characters and 818 non-English tags. Then the photos that exclusively contained the
isolated tags where filtered out, giving 226 photos and 1146 tags. Out of these lexically
processed tags, FLOR correctly enriched 281 tags and incorrectly enriched 20 tags, leading to
precision results of 93%. However, FLOR did not manage to enrich a large number of tags
(841tags, 73%). In order to understand the reasons behind this, a 10% out of the 841 tags was
selected and manually enriched with appropriate SWEs. The resulting enriched tags were 25,
thus leading to estimation that FLOR could have enriched 287 more tags than it normally did.
The results of study case 5 are presented in the table below. Further discussion about the
results is provided afterwards.
Study case 5 - FLOR (FoLksonomy Ontology enRichment) methodology
Initial dataset
# of tags
250 photos
2819
Dataset after Lexical Isolation # of tags removed
226 photos
1673




Enrichment Results
Correct
Incorrect
Undetermined
Non enriched
Total

Percentage
100%
Percentage
59%

45 two character tags
333 tags containing numbers
86 tags with special characters
818 non English characters

# of tags
281
20
4
841
1146

Percentage
24.5%
1.7%
0.3%
73,4%
100%

The main reason that led to enrichment failure was the difference in term definitions of super
classes in WordNet and online ontologies. While this is a significant amount of missed tags and
the recall rate is about 49%, the authors state that the results are highly superior to the ones

obtained in previous results where stage 2 (Sense Definition and Semantic Expansion) was
absent, proving that using WordNet for sense definition and expansion of tags with synonyms
and hypernyms had indeed a positive effect on reducing recall. Furthermore the Lexical
Processing phase would be even more effective if the lexical isolation process was less strict
and contained supplementary schemes that identify additional special cases of tags such as
jargon and dates.
Also, the disambiguation and sense selection method could be replaced with other methods
such as those used in [55] and [56]; where it could be modified to exploit a different similarity
measure between two concepts like the Google Similarity Distance. Additionally, the further
expansion of the resource tag set with more related tags based on statistical measures on the
co-occurrence of tags would lead into further improvement. This method focuses on
disambiguating with a more specific context rather than trying to disambiguate with two tags.
An example that demonstrates this method would be to get and extended tag set such as
(apple, computer, mac, macOs) in order to disambiguate relevant terms, rather than using the
somewhat restricted tag set (apple, mac).
Study case 1
The evaluation criteria for the FolksAnnotation tool had to do mainly with the performance of
folksonomy search against semantic topic search in order to see which search results hold more
relevant records. Let us recall that the tool consists of 2 pipelines, the normalization and the
semantic annotation pipeline. These pipelines were examined separately based on different
evaluation criteria.
The normalization pipeline is responsible for cleaning potential noise in users’ tags. In this case
the tool had to clear tags, irrelevant with the subject of the ontologies attached to the semantic
annotation pipeline. The method was tested by using three ontologies regarding the domain of
“web design”, the subject of “CSS” and the learning resources “types”.
The first ontology represents an abstract level of “web design” and the relation of the concepts
in that domain; and it’s used to place the CSS subject ontology in the context of its domain. The
CSS ontology provides a list of the concepts used in the subject of CSS and was derived from
assorted websites that classify the subject of CSS. Finally, the Type Ontology models resource
types that go beyond the scope of the common vocabulary set provided by IEEE-LOM.
As far as the normalization pipeline alone, the authors of the tool do not provide a detailed set
of results in their paper, hence the exact correctness of the process could not be fully analyzed;
nevertheless, they do provide an example of tags before and after normalization which
somewhat proves its effectiveness. As seen in the pictures below, tags holding irrelevant
subject from the subject of the 3 mentioned ontologies have been cleared out.

On the other hand, the semantic annotation pipeline was evaluated against Yahoo TE based on
how many folksonomy tags were attached to ontology concepts. The evaluation procedure
included a set of 30 randomly selected web resources selected from del.icio.us bookmarking
service. For each web resource a two set of keywords (namely, folksonomy tags and Yahoo TE
keywords) were passed through the semantic annotation pipeline.
The outcome of the evaluation showed that the number of attached keywords from the
folksonomy set is much higher than Yahoo TE set and demonstrates that folksonomy tags are
more useful in generating semantic metadata than context-based keyword. Overall, the
generated semantic metadata was compared according to the performance of folksonomy
search against semantic topic search, in order to see which search brings more relevant results.
CSS topics were entered in the folksonomy search field and the number of returned records
was compared to the number of records returned by the same topics when mapped to the CSS
ontology. The results show that the implemented semantic search indeed benefited from the
relation between topics in the CSS ontology to retrieve relevant resources.

Study case 3
We begin the discussion for the third case study with a reference to the results of the fifth
study case, the FLOR mechanism. Despite the fact that the results of the evaluation regarding
FLOR were not as good as expected, there is a crucial point of interest that can be weaved
together with the suggested method of using WordNet and EuroWordNet in a folksonomy
system. As stated by the authors of study case 5, the results have improved as compared to the
results from the previous version of their system. The difference that led to this improvement
was the addition of an extra stage in their process, called Sense Definition and Semantic
Expansion; which makes use of the WordNet lexical ontology. This adds to the existing positive
researches regarded with the use of WordNet [29][30][31][32] and proves its overall usefulness
and effectiveness in sense definition and expansion of tags with synonyms and hypernyms.
We refer to example mentioned in 4.3, and the word “beautiful” plus its additional synonymous
words “pretty” “gorgeous” “magnificent” or “appealing”. WordNet contains many synonyms
that correlate with the word beautiful. When a user adds a synonymous tag, the system could
consult the WordNet ontology to check if it contains the inserted tag. If it does not, then it is
added to the existing set of synonymous words. Furthermore, when a user searches for the
word “beautiful” the WordNet ontology could retrieve and show all the synonyms along with
the original search keyword. Thus, the combination of WordNet with a set of effective filtering
tools and methods would ensure the correct disambiguation of terms, the correct form and
spelling of the word, the proper categorization and indexing into the most relevant set of
synonymous words, as well as the retrieval of relevant results. Additionally, if EuroWordNet is
attached, this guarantees to provide a system that supports multilingual users, who may be
able to tag and search for terms contained in languages other than the pre-specified Dutch or
English vocabularies.
Again, when considering searching for tags, there are two different methods which can be
adopted: either save time or save space. Specifically, the words included in the WordNet and
EuroWordNet should be replicated and stored in the folksonomy as system tags, or these words
and relations could be deduced from the lexical resources at search time. For example when
someone makes use of a particular word, in the former case the results would be retrieved
much faster, whereas in the second case, the keyword would have to be sent to the WordNet
and the results sent back to the folksonomy. This communication between the folksonomy and
the ontology is time consuming while the user is waiting for a response.

Study case 4
The evaluation of the filtering method was performed through News@Hand, a news
recommender system which combines the ontological knowledge representation,
recommendation models, and tag filtering technique and matching strategies, described in
chapter 4.4. The system supports different recommendation models for single and multiple
users which address several content-based, collaborative filtering and hybrid recommender
systems limitations. The exploitation of meta-information in the form of ontologies that
describe the recommended items and user profiles in a general, portable way, along with the
capability of inferring knowledge from the semantic relations defined in the ontologies, are the
main points of interest within News@Hand.
The filtering process has been tested with tags taken from publicly available user account on
Flickr and del.icio.us. A total of 1004 user profiles have been used and a total of 149,529 and
84,851 tags respectively. The overlap between the two datasets was found to be 28,550 tags.
Unfortunately, the authors do not provide any details on the results regarding the effectiveness
of the filtering process and focus at the accuracy the system populates ontologies with
folksonomy tags.
News@Hand makes use of 17 ontologies which are essentially adaptations of the IPTC ontology
18
and contain concepts of multiple domains such as education, culture, politics, religion,
science, technology, business, health, entertainment, sports, weather, etc. For the evaluation
purpose, a total of 137,254 Wikipedia entries were used to populate 744 ontology classes with
121,135 instances. Additionally, a population of 20 randomly selected undergraduate and PhD
students from Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (half of them with experience on ontological
engineering) were used. They were instructed to manually assess 25 instances of each ontology
by declaring whether each instance was assigned to its correct class, to a less correct class but
belonging to a suitable ontology, or to an incorrect class/ontology altogether. The results
showed that the average accuracy for class assignment is 69.9%, and the average accuracy for
ontology assignment is about 84.4%. The table below presents the findings analytically.
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IPTC ontology, http://nets.ii.uam.es/mesh/news-at-hand/news-at-hand_iptc-kb_v01.zip

An additional quality metric that the system was tested upon was the precision of the
personalization and context-aware recommendation of textual information of news items. For
the part of the evaluation, News@Hand periodically retrieved news items via RSS feeds with
information of published news articles from the websites of well-known news media, such as
BBC, CNN, NBC, The New York Times, and The Washington Post for two months.
RSS is a standard based on XML for distributing web content updates. The information
consisting these RSS feeds is their title, summary of content, publication date, hyperlinks to the
full texts and related on-line images. With a collected dataset of 9,698 stored news, the system
analyzed and automatically annotated the textual information (title and summary) of the RSS
feeds, giving a total of 66,378 annotations. The evaluation was done with the assistance of 20
graduate students, who were requested to evaluate 80 different news items from each of the 8
topic sections of News@hand. Specifically, they had to specify whether the annotations of each
item were correct or not. The results of the evaluation process gave out an average accuracy of
74,8%. The annotation accuracies for each topic are depicted below.

Study case 6
The SAP algorithm is an approach for folksonomy learning based on relational clustering, which
exploits structured metadata contained in personal hierarchies. The algorithm aims to cluster
similar hierarchies using their structure and tag statistics, and then incrementally weave them
into deeper, bushier trees; avoiding or resolving ambiguity at the same time. The evaluation
was based on a data set from Flickr, which contained user collections and their constituent sets.
The users themselves were members of seventeen public groups dedicated to wildlife and
nature photography; however they also had many other common interests such as travel,
sports, arts and crafts, people and portraiture. Initially, tags associated with images in the set
were extracted, as well as all other images that users annotated with these tags. Then, all the
saplings and personal hierarchies from these data were constructed, with each sapling rooted
at one of the user’s top level collections. This procedure gave out a data set of 20,759 saplings,
created by 7.121 users.
SAP was compared against the folksonomy learning method SIG, which is the previous state of
the art algorithm and is described in Plangprasopchok and Lerman 2009 [41]. For reference
purposes, the mechanism of SIG first breaks a given sapling into (collection-set) relations and
then employs a hypothesis testing to identify the most informative relations; given the
assumption that nodes with the same stemmed name refer to the same concept. Informative
relations are then linked into a larger folksonomy. The evaluation was performed with three
different approaches in mind: 1) automatic comparison with a reference hierarchy, 2) structural
evaluation and 3) manual evaluation.

Automatic comparison with reference hierarchy
As far as the first approach is concerned, the reference hierarchy used was the Open Directory
Project (ODP) 19. The reason behind this choice lies in the fact that it contains more colloquial
terms compared to WordNet, as ODP is generated, reviewed and revised by a large number of
registered users. Furthermore, ODP users tend to specify less formal relations.





First, a seed S is specified and represents the root of the learned folksonomy F and the
reference hierarchy to which it is compared (ODP).
Then, the folksonomy is expanded two levels along the relations in F. Nodes in the
second level are added as leaf candidates, LC. If the spanning stops after one level, the
node’s name is also added to LC. The leaf candidates LCD that appear in ODP are
identified when given S and LC. All paths from S to LCD in the reference folksonomy ODP
constitute the reference hierarchy for seed S.
Finally, S is used as seed for learning the folksonomy associated with a concept. In SIG,
both S and LC were used to learn the folksonomy. The metrics to compare the learned
folksonomy are Lexical Recall (LR) and Taxonomic Overlap (mfTO). LR measures the
overlap between the learned and reference taxonomies, while mfTO measures the
quality of structural alignment of the taxonomies. For detailed analysis of the two
methodologies, the user is prompted to 20 and 21 respectively.

Structural evaluation
The structural evaluation is performed using the Area Under Tree measure. AUT is calculated by
computing the distribution of the number of nodes in each level and then compute the area
under the distribution. Trees that keep branching out at each level will have larger AUT than
short and thin trees.
Manual evaluation
Finally, the manual evaluation was achieved by using 3 human subjects to assess a randomly
selected 10% of the paths of induced folksonomies which were not comparable to ODP
hierarchy. If a portion of the path is incorrect, either because an incorrect concept appears or
the ordering of concepts is wrong, the judges were asked to mark it as mistaken, otherwise as
correct.
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Results
After examining the results of the SAP algorithm and comparing them with SIG, SAP proved to
produce bushier trees and recover a larger number of concepts relative to ODP (Open Directory
Project) which was used as a reference hierarchy. The suggestive numbers of overlapping
leaves indicate that SAP recovered a larger amount of concepts compared to ODP in 90% of the
cases; and produced better scored in 76% of cases compared to LR (Lexical Recall). Additionally,
SAP produced trees with higher quality relative to ODP in 68% of cases, as indicated by the
fmTO (Modified Taxonomic Overlap).
As far as the structural evaluation, SAP also produced bushier trees as indicated by AUT in 87%
of the cases, as well as a greater average depth from roots to all leaves of the trees (2.68 vs
2.37). Finally, although the manual evaluation suggested that both approaches can induce
about the same quality of incomparable paths to ODP, after closer examination of the learned
trees, SAP also showed its potential in disambiguating and correctly attaching relevant saplings
to appropriate trees. For example, the “bird” tree produced by SAP did not contain Istanbul or
other Turkey locations. An additional evaluation was performed by considering how many of
the incorrect paths were caused by node ambiguity. To do so, ambiguous terms were initially
identified and checked in order to see how many of the incorrect paths contained these terms.
The former was tested using the following heuristic: for a given leaf of the induced tree, if many
diﬀerent merged senses exist (i.e., > 10), then the leaf is considered ambiguous. During the tree
induction process, these nodes and the root were kept in track and subsequently they were
used to check the accuracy of the paths in the hand labeled data containing them. As presented
in the picture below, there is about a half reduction in error for ambiguous paths using sap. This
supports the claim about superiority of SAP on node disambiguation.

One of the most important advantages of SAP is that it combines relevant saplings based on
contextual information, which in turn can resolve ambiguity of concept names. For example, in
the “sports” tree, SAP did not include any concept about the sky (skies and skiing share the
same stemmed name). Additionally, it requires just one seed term to build a tree in an
incremental fashion. Finally, similar concepts can appear multiple times within the same
hierarchy while at the same time synonyms can be identified from the structure of the tree
(loops). All these features combined yield a large number of shallow hierarchies being merged
into a common, denser and deeper folksonomy…. A demonstration of a tree produced by SAP is
demonstrated below. The analytical results of the comparison between SAP and the rest
methodologies are shown in the table image afterwards.

6. Mini games proposal
We will now focus our discussion on games with a purpose (also known as GWAP). Initially, we
will briefly discuss about the most important ideas and paradigms behind GWAPs and establish
the purpose of this game genre. Then, the most important motivating factors behind playing
video tagging game are briefly reviewed, followed by a discussion of the general characteristics
and the inner structural mechanisms that constitute them. In tandem, we will attempt to
provide a solution to tag related issues, as described in 2.4, by defining a suite of three mini
games templates. The overall architecture of the game suite will introduce a design that
enables tag filtering and tag correction mechanisms, derived from the most viable solutions of
the reviewed applications discussed in chapter 4. The proposed games are:






Tag Expert: A question based mini game that invites players to choose from a list of
preferable themes such as: music, films, travelling, science, etc, and answer specifically
tailored questions that seek accurate labels. The underlying idea is that since users are
given the ability to choose topic according to their liking, it is more likely that they
possess specific deep knowledge about it. Hence, by engineering a game that asks for
unambiguous information with high semantic value, we are able to harness deeper user
knowledge and share it.
Tag Trap: Tag Trap invites users to randomly join a team and compete against another
team for survival in a game that aims to satisfy competitive users who like to engage in
elimination type games. The unique game element of Tag Trap is that incorporates
“hazardous environment” in the form of a trap located above each team. This trap is of
a team may be lowered by the opposing team based on the performance of its users
and may eventually crush (eliminate) the other contestant team. The design of the game
combines both competitive and cooperative game styles and introduces an alternative
way of scoring based on winning streaks.
Tag Trivial: A mini game that takes ideas from GWAPs and traditional board games like
Trivial Pursuit; and fuses them together to form a video tagging game that incorporates
an unusual graphical environment for the genre. Players are invited to join a team and
compete with others by providing tags for videos and acquiring category pieces that win
the game.

Finally, a prototype mockup implementation of Tag Expert will be created for
demonstration purposes and evaluation. The game will be put online for a limited amount
of time in order for users to play and evaluate it. The evaluation will be performed using
questioners.

6.1 General Characteristics of GWAPs
Before we proceed on the description and specification of these mini games, it is essential to
review the fundamental ideas behind the genre of GWAPs.
DHC (Distributed Human Computation):
A very important characteristic that applications like GWAPs incorporate is the distributed
human computation (DHC) scheme. A broad definition of DHC is “systems of computers and
large numbers of humans that work together in order to solve problems that could not be
solved by either computers or humans alone” [4]. Such a strategy holds an enormous potential
for solving certain classes of computational problems by allowing collaboration between
humans and computers. In essence, DHC solves a problem by combining the strength of
humans and computers, breaking up the problem into smaller sub-problems and delegating
parts of these into a greater number of Internet users, who are usually located all over the
globe; in order to assist with the solution. The answers of the problem are then returned back
to the computer that checks and aggregates them.
Crowdsourcing:
At this point, we also need to provide a connection between DHC and crowdsourcing.
Crowdsourcing has gained attention as a method for collecting large numbers of metadata
descriptions for media objects [43][44][45]. The term crowdsourcing was coined by Jeff Howe
[2] and describes the strategy of displacing the usual internal or professional labor to a
motivated altruistic general public, who willingly participate in the problem solving process by
performing part of the computation. Hence, crowdsourcing is a DHC model, where problems
are delegated to a large number of people in a general open call for solutions of a specific
problem. The crowd needs to carry out steps of an algorithm in order to participate on the
computation and provide solutions.
Definition of a GWAP:
Now, having both schemes in mind we could characterize GWAPs as one popular genre of DHC
applications which employ a crowdsourcing paradigm. A definition of a GWAP is: a game that
combines the behavior, preferences or ideas of a group of people to create novel insights
(Segaran 2007; Rafelsberger & Schar 2009) with computer abilities, in order to achieve tasks
that neither could achieve alone [1]. The results of the task come from the players of such a
game as a side product of playing. The term GWAP was coined by Lenore Blum, a professor of
the Carnegie Mellon University, and was ﬁrst published on her blog22.
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The first example of a GWAP was the ESP game, introduced in 2003, designed by Luis von Ahn
and Laura Dabbish and described in [46]. Since then, GWAPs have grown in numbers and have
established their potential and utilitarian functionalities.

6.2 Motivations to play GWAPs
All GWAPs embody a set of motivational factors that make users want to play the game
repeatedly. The most basic ones are described by the inspirator of the genre Luis Von Ahn in
[1]. These are:




An increasing proportion of the world’s population having access to the Internet;
Some tasks are impossible for computers to solve but easy for humans;
People like spending time playing computer games.

Additional factors that motivate people to play GWAPs were revealed in [47] after an extensive
literature study. These factors are separated into three different groups which will be briefly
discussed below.
Motivation to play games
Motivation to play a game is connected with intrinsic motivation which defines the action of
playing for inherent satisfaction rather than for some separable consequence. In other words,
one of the main reasons people play games is to have fun. Furthermore, a number of factors
that increase the motivation of games have been revealed by the studies of Ryan et al. [48] and
Vorderer, Hartmann and Klimmt [49]; and include the following:






Autonomy, which is the trait concerning a sense of volition or willingness when
performing a task and it’s enhanced when the game design offers flexibility over
movement and strategy, choice over tasks and goals and rewards.
Competence, which is the trait concerning the need for a challenge and feeling of
control. Competence is enhanced when games controls are intuitive, optimal
challenges are given to the player and finally positive feedback is provided.
Relatedness, which is the trait concerning the experience a person feels when
connected with others. Several studies have shown that social factors and social
interaction are important for motivation for playing games.

Motivations to contribute to online communities
Contribution to online communities is mostly connected with extrinsic motivation which
defines the separable outcome when doing an activity such as playing a game. An online
community is defined as “a group of people who communicate with each other via electronic
media, share common interests, yet their geographical location, physical interaction or ethnic

origin do not impose any constraints for the formation of the community” *50]. From this
definition we could proceed on linking the motivations for playing a GWAP with motivations to
contribute to online communities; because a community of video tagging games needs a
community of steady users, that play the game often enough to make the growing collection of
data findable. The factors that affect motivation in contribution to online communities derive
from both extrinsic and intrinsic motivations and include the following:








Improvement of skills (extrinsic);
Enhanced professional status (extrinsic);
Altruism (intrinsic, defines the overall help given to the community);
Reciprocity (intrinsic, defines the reward a player receives back from their effort);
Reputation (intrinsic, achieved by high score lists);
Intellectual stimulation (intrinsic, achieved when the game provides harder challenges);
Sense of obligation to contribute (intrinsic).

Motivations to tag
Motivations to tag are connected with motivations for playing a video tagging game. Marlow et
al. [51] mentions the following factors:







Future retrieval (marking items in order to retrieve them later);
Contribution and sharing (making resources findable for others);
Attract attention (making other people look at someone’s own resources);
Play and competition (tagging resources by a set of rules);
Self presentation (making people know one is familiar with a resource);
Opinion expression (sharing one’s opinion with people).

Hence, a GWAP is a game associated with a computational problem that embodies a certain
amount of the motivating factors mentioned above in its design. These factors generally lead
players to perform a useful computation as a side effect of these in an input output fashion.
However, the specification and design of the new mini games will focus with regard the
following motivational factors: flexibility, challenge, competition, social interaction,
reputation and future retrieval. This is due to the reason that these motivational factors can be
directly linked with elements to be incorporated in these new mini games.

6.3 Basic GWAP Mechanics
Having in mind that the design of the game must encapsulate features that enable the
motivating factors mentioned above, we can now proceed to describe the basic set of
mechanics that constitute a successful GWAP. A game can be fully specified by its winning
conditions and the set of rules that determines the things player can and cannot do in order to

achieve the game goals [1]. In the case of GWAPs, this set of rules should encourage players to
correctly perform the necessary steps to solve the computational problem and optimally
incorporate a probabilistic guarantee for correct output, even if players don’t want it to be
correct. In addition, the game mechanisms must adhere to a number of motivational factors
described above. Thus, in term of game design, a GWAP can be designed in such a way that
stimulates motivation, offers a good challenge and enjoyment and accurate output by following
the design principles discussed below:
Game structure template: GWAPs can be specified by following three different instances of
game design. These are input agreement games, output agreement games and inversion
problem games. The pictures below show these templates and the table summarizes its
characteristics.

Figure 1(output agreement)

Initial setup
Rules

Winning

Figure 2(inversion problem)

Figure 3(input agreement)

Input agreement

Output agreement

Inversion problem

2 players are randomly chosen (can
be modified for single player or
more than two players)
 Players are provided with the
same input by the game.
 Players are instructed to
produce outputs that describe
the input.
 Partners are able to assess
whether their inputs are the
same or different.
 Players see only each other’s
outputs.

2 players are randomly chosen (can
be modified for single player or
more than two players)

2 players are randomly chosen (can
be modified for more than two
players)





Both players correctly determine

Players are given the same
input by the game.
 Players must produce outputs
based on the input.
 Players should try to produce
the same output as their
partners.
 Players can’t see each other’s
outputs
 Players can’t communicate.
Both players must produce the





One player is the describer,
the other is the guesser.
The describer is provided with
an input. Based on this, the
describer produces outputs
which are sent to the guesser.
The describer outputs aim to
help the guesser produce the
original input

The guesser produces the input

Transparency

-

same output. They don’t have to
produce it at the same time
-

Alternation

-

-

condition

whether they have been given the
same or different inputs.

that was originally given to the
describer
Players can see each other’s
guesses
Player roles are swapped in order
to achieve in-game balance and
equal engagement.

Timed response (increased enjoyment): Players must complete a designated number of
problem instances within an assigned time limit. The time limit for game sessions introduces an
effective challenge because it establishes a non trivial explicit goal. We know from the literature
on motivation in psychology and organizational behavior that goals that are both well-specified
and challenging lead to higher levels of effort and task performance than goals that are
too easy or vague [52]. Thus, the motivational and challenging aspect of the game should
come from letting players see the time elapsed and time limit throughout the entire game, as
well as gain points for each instance of successful output they provide during the game. Using
points increases motivation by providing a clear connection among effort in the game
performance (achieving the winning condition), and outcomes (points). Finally, the game effort
should be provided as positive feedback via a scoreboard in the end of the game round. As a
final remark, timed responses aim to increase the enjoyment and challenge of the game.
Player skill level (increased enjoyment): Player skill levels distinguish users into ranks
depending on their familiarity and performance. By incorporating skill levels, the game offers an
incentive to players to perform better and stimulate their goal-based motivation (achieve
higher ranks, acquire better in-game status). A player is able to progress through ranks by
reaching certain thresholds of points, which is achieved by continuously playing and putting
more effort in producing more correct outputs. Players are shown their current skill level and
number of points needed in order to progress to the next rank in the end of the game round as
well as the main game screen. This strategy is evaluated as efficient for enhancing player
motivation by data taken from the ESP game [1]. Specifically, of the 200,000+ player as of July
2008, 42% have scores that fall within the 5000 point rank cutoffs. Given that these skill-level
point intervals cover less than 2% of the space of possible cumulative scores, the data suggests
that many players continue playing just to reach a new rank.
High score lists (increased enjoyment): A high score list shows the names and score of the
players that have achieved the highest number of points over a certain period of time. These
time periods can be divided into many categories, for example, daily high score, weekly,
monthly and overall high-score. The score to be achieved in order to be displayed on the list of
each time category can vary accordingly. For example, a player can be registered in the daily
high score lists if he exceeds a certain threshold of points specifically defined for the daily high

score challenge. Additionally, players should get feedback regarding their progress of high score
entry. By defining such multi-level goals with varying difficulty, the game offers provide
strong, positive motivation for extended game play and related data generation.
Randomness (increased enjoyment): Randomness is a crucial parameter in most games
because it incorporates a non-linear experience to the overall game progression. In order to
grasp the importance of randomness in games (and GWAPs), imagine a tagging game that
displays videos in a predefined linear fashion. In addition, imagine if the same game did not
incorporate an algorithm that randomly matches players. Players would initially find this
strategy as acceptable and challenging, but as they keep playing many times over a time period,
they will eventually learn the chain of videos, figure out the best solutions / answers with their
partners and ultimately lose interest in the game.
Thus, input for a particular game session and player pairs should randomly be selected in order
to make the game more interesting, induce some difficulty and prevent cheating. It is easy to
see that if players originate from different parts of the world / country and are matched
randomly, have no way of knowing each other, hence they have no way of pre-agreeing on any
cheating strategy. In other words, random pairing ensures that the probability of two or more
cheaters using the same strategy being paired together is very low. Randomness also translates
into uncertainty about whether all inputs will be completed within the time limit, adding
to the challenge experienced by players; as well as lends uniqueness into each game session.
Repetition (output accuracy): Games with a purpose aim to collect a large number of user tags
as a byproduct of playing. However, as we saw in chapter 2.4, there are a number of cases that
may present a problem. Take for example the case of esoteric tags. We consider a tag as
esoteric when its meaning is only known to a small group of individuals and doesn’t hold any
value to the majority. Now, we need to consider that one of the most prominent features that
determine correctness of output in GWAPs comes in the form of mutual agreement between
players. Despite the fact that esoteric tags hold some very specific semantic data and it might
be theoretically wrong to discard such because of their low frequency of appearance, it is also
essential that a game contains a mechanism which guarantees that the output is indeed correct
by a large probability.
As a more solid example, let’s put aside the case of esoteric tags and consider for a moment the
case of gibberish tags, largely misspelled tags or completely irrelevant tags. Even though the
probability is low, it is possible for a pair of players to provide the same gibberish (for example,
the tag “asdf”) or the same irrelevant term (for example, the tag “meow” in a video that has
nothing to do with cats). Of course, if such a case happens, the players might receive points,
however the tags are completely mistaken, aside the fact that hold no semantic value
whatsoever. Thus, a GWAP should be designed in such a way, that it does not consider an

output correct until a certain number of players have entered it. By following a correctness
strategy that defines clear tag acceptance thresholds, a GWAP is able to guarantee correct
output with arbitrarily high probability.
Taboo outputs (output accuracy): The use of taboo words ensures sufficient coverage of the
output space when many different outputs can be associated with one input (such as labeling
images or videos with words). A taboo word is a correct term for an item but it is considered to
be the most obvious or mundane answer somebody can provide to describe that item. By
marking these terms as taboo, players are not allowed to enter them, forcing them to give
alternative terms. In this way players make use of a broader vocabulary and provide a larger
number of correct synonymous relevant tags. Taboo words can be taken from correct outputs
generated in previous round of the game itself. An important mechanic would be to randomize
which taboo outputs are presented in order to account for potential output-priming effects
(in which the particular taboo outputs shown to the players influence the guesses they
enter) and ensure wide coverage of all potential outputs for a given input.
Number of players (output accuracy): ESP game, the first GWAP ever introduced; supported
pairs of two players for every instance of the game. However the three GWAP templates can be
extended to support more than two, or even single player. Output agreement games may be
modified such that the first two players who agree on the output are winners of the round (and
granted a higher number of points than the non-winners). Inversion problem games can be
modified by substituting an individual guesser with an arbitrary number of players in the role of
guesser, all racing to be first to correctly guess the input. Those modifications change the
nature of the games, as two player games are considered cooperative in nature, whereas the
multiplayer games are competitive. Both cooperative and competitive templates involve
advantages and disadvantages, for example, for some players competitive games are
considered more enjoyable than cooperative ones; nevertheless having more players work on
the same input might be considered computationally inefficient.
Pre-recorded games (Output accuracy): A normal dyadic game played by multiple pairs of
players can optionally be transformed into a single player game by pairing an individual with a
prerecorded set of actions. This technique is due to the fact that there might be cases when an
odd number of people want to play, meaning that at least one of them will not be able to do so.
In addition, when a game gain popularity, it is difficult to ensure that many people will be able
to play the game at the same time. Thus, by introducing pre-recorded games those problems
will not hinder the game any longer. To implement such a feature, the game should record
every action of a player along with the relative timing of every action. Note that this technique
is easy to implement for output agreement games, but not a trivial task when it’s about
inversion problem games (guesser – describer).

GWAP examples: ESP and Waisda?
The basic idea of ESP is to allow player provide meaningful, accurate labels for images found on
the Web as a side effect of playing a fast paced, enjoyable and competitive game [46]. This task
is achieved through the basic mechanic of ESP which randomly pairs two players and assigns
them this specific task of describing images. Players do not know who their partner is; neither
are they allowed to communicate with him/her. The only thing partners have in common is the
common image in their screens. Agreement between players comes in the form of consensus;
in other words, when both players provide the same description for a picture, the score points
and proceed on the next image; while the label they entered is registered to the image as a
valid tag. This way, the consensus works as a correctness and validation method that aims to
ensure the quality and consistency of labels.
Furthermore, the fact that players are unable to communicate or know their partner is
complementary to the consensus scheme. The only way to score points is to type strings
related to the image. The time limit is 2.5 and players are rewarded a large amount of points if
they manage to label 15 images within that limit. ESP also makes use of taboo words in order to
force players to provide non general terms for an image and guarantee that each image will get
many different labels associated with it. Taboo words are obtained by the game automatically
and consist of words entered in previous games by other players.
Based on this game mechanics, the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision has deployed its
own video labeling game called Waisda?. The game is integrated it into their database of video
content, in order to assist professional cataloguing and content based retrieval techniques; by
collecting user tags that describe the contents of the video. Waisda? works in a similar fashion
as ESP game: The same video is simultaneously shown to two or more players who have to
describe the content of the video by submitting relevant terms. Videos originate from the
database of the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision and players may choose from four
game rooms containing video streams. Data is validated by consensus; if two or more players
provide the same description term they earn points, while the tag itself is considered as valid.
The points awarded are proportional to the time difference between the two players
submitting the tags: the shorter the time difference, the more points they earn. The score is
visible to each player. If the video ends or all players decide to pass, a new game round
depicting a new video is initiated. The game has no explicit goal (no winning conditions) neither
a time limit; players are able to quit the game anytime they want by exiting the game room.
Also, the game assumes that there are always multiple players currently playing, nevertheless,
it also employs bots that simulate human players when there is lack of users. As said before,
bots are pre-recorded sessions of previously played rounds. In the case that a video has not
been played before (I.e. there are no tags for it), the game does not employ any bots, since it

would be rendered useless. Hence, untagged videos are served only when multiple players are
available. If only one player is currently online, an already tagged video is served in order to
ensure that a functional bot can substitute for the lack of other players.

6.4 Mini game suite proposal
Thus far, we have discussed the most important ideas behind the genre of GWAPS (6.1),
established the most important motivation factors behind playing GWAPs (6.2) and provided
clear design templates and characteristics of their inner mechanisms (6.3). Having in mind that
folksonomy applications and tagging games may give rise to tag related problems such as noise
and ambiguity (2.4) and while having reviewed existing solutions in the literature study (ch.4);
we will proceed to choose the most effective and viable solutions based on their evaluation
(ch.5) and suggest an architecture that incorporate them within the game suite (6.4).
Furthermore, the detailed specification of all three games along with their rules, winning
conditions and setups is provided in (6.5).
Specifically the problems we will attempt to provide a solution are: synonyms, compound
words and spaces between them, plural and singular forms and spelling errors. The preferable
method for dealing with each of these problems is described below:
Synonyms: The problem of synonymous words and ambiguity can be solved by incorporating
WordNet into the architecture. WordNet includes all common parts of speech; nouns,
adjectives, verbs, adverbs, as well as a set of synonym words, called synsets. These synsets are
linked together and define particular concepts by holding a lot of lexical and semantic relations
between them. As seen by chapter 5, most of the study cases make use of WordNet as it can
prove to be an effective tool that groups similar tags together and deals with various
morphological forms of words like synonyms. For example, when a user provides a tag, the
system could consult WordNet and check whether if it exists in the ontology and if it related
with any other synonyms. If it does, then the user tag is inserted in the appropriate synset. An
alternative solution to WordNet would be EuroWordNet which holds the same functionalities
just like WordNet, but manages to provide a solution to multi-linguality issues, as it holds
vocabularies for a number of different languages (Dutch, Spanish, Italian, German, French,
Czech and Estonian).
Compound words – spaces, spelling errors: These particular issues could be resolved by using
the Google “Did you mean” mechanism, as have been seen in study case 4.4. Google spell
checker is based on occurrences of words on the Internet, thus it is able to suggest common
spellings for proper nouns that would not appear in a standard dictionary. This method not only
makes the mechanism able to deal with spelling errors but also compound words, even though
it is likely to fail when dealing with words comprised from more than two terms. For example

the tag SanFrancisco would be corrected
unitedkingdomsouthampton could be resolved.

to

San

Francisco,

but

the

tag

Plural and singular forms: The issue of tags being in plural and singular form can be resolved by
employing a stemming filter just like in 4.1 and 4.4, as well as in Waisda. The stemming
functionality will be provided by using the Porter stemmer or alternatively the Snowball library
and will convert all tags to singular form. In this way, tags will come into a more uniform state
that avoids form variations and reduces tag noise.
Formatting of tags: Tags may contain special characters such as accents, caret, or dieresis
symbols. Furthermore some portion of tags might be written using lower case whereas others
with upper case. In order to avoid having tags with different formats, it is essential to format
them uniformly. Hence by incorporating appropriate tag conversion into the architecture, the
system is able to remove some noise.
The design resembles a two tiered architecture where the part of the application is moved to
the client side in order to reduce the workload of the server. Thus the client is responsible for
partially checking for tag correctness and consistency and the server completes the rest of the
job. For more information about this architectural paradigm, the reader is prompted to page 42
of “Distributed systems: Principles and Paradigms” by van Steen and Tanenbaum [53].

The applications begins on the client side by extracting terms players provide and applying
filtering methods in order to correct them and reduce noise. Specifically it checks for:
(1) String length. Terms with length equal with 1 or larger than 25 characters are
immediately discarded.
(2) Tags are then converted to lower case in to achieve a uniform character state.
(3) Then, all special characters such as accents, dieresis and caret symbols are converted to
their basic form (à, á, â, ã, ä, å are converted into a).
(4) Tags are stemmed into singular form.
(5) The processed tags are sent to the server for further corrections.
(6) The server checks for any spelling errors and compound words using the Google “Did
you mean” mechanism.
(7) Tags are then checked in order to find synonyms using WordNet and they are grouped
together according to the similarity of concept terms.
(8) Tags that do not pass a global threshold are discarded, or remain hidden.
(9) Validated data are stored in the database.

6.5 Mini game specification
As mentioned before the game suite contains 3 mini GWAPs aiming to satisfy different types of
players and gathering user tags as a byproduct of playing. All three games share the same
welcome screen where users may choose which game they want to play. The welcome screen
will also incorporate a register / login functionality, in order to support player scores, high score
lists and rankings. Additionally, motivational messages regarding the purpose of the entire suite
should be visible along with relevant tabs that show the instructions of each game separately.
Finally, the number of total tags from all players should be made visible as well.
6.5.1 Tag trap - Elimination type game

The inspiration behind the game Tag Trap comes from one of Bartle’s papers called “Hearts,
Clubs, Diamonds, Spades: Players who suit MUDs” that is concerned with defining a typology of
player types within multiplayer games [54]. Bartle, who is a pioneer developer of multiplayer
games, has formed a widely discussed typology of player types. This typology consists of 4
different classes of players: Killers, Achievers, Socializers and Explorers. Killers wish to act on
players (kill players). Socializers wish to interact with players. Hence, players of this type seek to
develop in game relationships with other players. Achievers wish to act on (achieve within) the
virtual world. In other words, they seek game mastery, competition and gaining power within
the game. Explorers wish to interact with the virtual world.

Furthermore, these player types are placed into each of four quadrants defined by two
dimension of player behavior: a) acting on versus interacting with the game elements and b)
focusing on other players versus the virtual world itself in one’s actions. Hence, by taking this
typology under consideration, the idea of creating Tag Trap; a competitive game that aims to
attract killer type players and offer the feature of eliminating the opposing team; was grasped.
Since video tagging games need at least two players teamed up in order to properly work (in
order to achieve consensus and tag validation), we propose a 2v2 Battle game where two pairs
of players fight against each other for survival. The description of game is as follows:
Initial setup:


The game teams up two pairs of players in two different teams which compete against
each other. This can be modified to support teams of more than 2 players per team.

Setting:





Each team is displayed on the left and right of the screen. The representation of the
player may vary. It could be a pre-specified graphic model of human figures, where each
player is assigned a model from a set of existing graphic models. Alternatively, this
human graphic model could very well be customized by the player. More information
for this feature will be provided further on.
Above each team there is a ceiling trap, which is lowered or raised and can ultimately
fall on each team and eliminate them.
Videos are shown within a panel located in the middle of the screen.

Rules:








Both teams are shown the same video and they are requested to describe what they see
and hear (i.e. they are given the same input). Players of each respective team provide
relevant terms that may give their team points, provided that there is consensus
between the answers of players belonging to the same team.
When a team scores points (i.e. provides correct terms) it forces the trap of their
opponents to lower towards them. The trap is lowered once a team has provided 10
correct terms. The trap can be lowered 5 times until it completely falls on a team.
A team can raise its trap only once they reach certain amount of points. There could be
multiple thresholds of points (I.e. every 2000, 5000 and 10000 points). In other words,
each team has the opportunity to prolong their playing by scoring points and
subsequently gain extra chances to defeat their opponents.
A game round is defined by a finite number of videos which are shown to a pair of
teams. Each video is shown at the same time to each team for the same limited amount







of time, whereas a round has no time limit. The idea behind this is that a game round is
not won by the team who has scored the most points when the timer of the game has
finished, rather than the team who has managed to produce terms faster and eliminate
the opponent team.
When a team defeats their opponent, they gain an amount of extra points as a reward.
Then a new game round begins where the winning team is matched against another
team. Note that, the points earned when defeating are not accounted for the trap
mechanism in the next round. Instead a new score instance regarding the new round is
started. If there is no available team at that moment, the winning team is matched
against a pre-recorded team of bots.
Players can’t communicate with each other.
Players can’t see each other’s output.
Players must produce outputs based on the input. Players should try to produce the
same outputs.

Winning condition:



Players from a team must produce the same answers in order to score points.
The winner is the team that manages to lower the trap of the opponent team fully and
eliminate them.

Post game:



When the game ends (i.e. a team has lost to another team) the score from all rounds is
summed and displayed on the screen.
A team can be registered in the high score list depending on its winning streak and if
they exceed a certain threshold of points.

Other features / suggestions:







A visible Tag Trap related motivational message must exist in the interface of the game
in order to stimulate the altruistic motivation of players and promote its beneficial
purpose.
The game must provide players with its rule set. The rule set must be clearly defined and
easy to understand. There could be a potential demo showing its gameplay.
Instead of using a simple pre-defined graphic model, each player could have an
individual customizable representative in-game avatar that will be used every time a
registered player logs in and plays the game.
The whole experience could be enhanced by various animations of the player avatars.
For example, when the trap is close enough to the players, the models could start

sweating or make some panicking moves. Alternatively when a team wins or when they
manage to reach a certain point threshold to raise the trap, there could be an
appropriate animation of the avatars cheering.
Motivational game elements of Tag Trap:
Motivation
Flexibility
Challenge

Competition
Social Interaction
Altruism

Reputation
Future Retrieval

Game element
The player may type any tag
Game Goal: Eliminate the opposing team and
make a winning streak as the game progresses.
Game Goal: Score as many points as possible.
Climbing up the ranks.
Play against other people.
High score lists.
Players belonging to the same team must
produce the same string.
Visible motivational message.
Visible number of overall tags.
Explanation of game’s beneficial purpose.
High score lists
Personal statistics
Players cannot benefit from their own tags.

Motivation level (expected)
Medium
High

High
Low
Medium

High
Low

6.5.2 Tag Trivial - Board game type mini game

Tag Trivial borrows ideas from traditional board games, along with a few elements of Bartle’s
theory that reflect on killer and achiever types accordingly. The main point of interest behind
Tag Trivial was to create a game that slips away from the traditional GWAP design and
incorporates more graphical elements to its environment, in combination with rules from an
already well established board game. The motivation behind this fusion of different genres of
games comes from the fact that most GWAPs usually stay within the limits of simple graphics
and straightforward design with a very specific aim.
Despite being a successful recipe with unquestionable positive results, there haven’t been any
examples of GWAPs that offer deeper gameplay or a virtual world with elaborate graphics that
players can interact with. Hence, the combination of the two could result in a game that slips
away from the traditional GWAP design and offers a simple virtual interactive world where
players act upon, raises the level of visual appearance and appeal while keeping the essential
purpose of GWAPs embodied within an enjoyable video tagging game. The game, which
borrows a lot of elements from Trivial Pursuit, could be described in a few lines; players roll a

dice and move about in a virtual board containing a path separated by small blocks, where each
block is associated with a certain type of video category.
Each category has a different associated color to identify itself, just like a usual Trivial Pursuit
board game. However, players are not prompted to answer questions of a certain category;
instead they are engaged in a classical video tagging game paradigm and are requested to
describe what they see and hear in a video corresponding to the current color / category the
user avatars are placed at. A crucial element necessary for the realization of this mini game
would again be the usage and exploitation of any existing structure of tags and tag categories.
This is due to the gameplay of Trivial Pursuit in which questions are split into six categories:
geography, entertainment, history, arts-literature, science-nature and sports-leisure.
In the same manner, the suggested online video tagging game resembles Trivial Pursuit and
would require a number of different video categories, directly taken from the Institute of Sound
and Vision tag categorization scheme. Another crucial modification required for achieving
consensus and tag validation is that players need to be teamed up into pairs. However, In order
for this scheme to work in a board type game, players must engage in a turn based fashion. The
complete rules, setting, winning condition and overall specification of the proposed board type
mini game are analytically presented below:
Initial setup:


The system pairs up teams consisted of 2 players each. Note that since most board
games support multiple players at the same time, our game can also be modified to
support multiple teams. However, the number of teams shouldn’t be very large, mainly
because teams engage in a turn based fashion. Having too many teams simultaneously
participating in the game would immediately mean that a team must wait longer for
their turn, as the number of competing teams rises. Thus, the proposed number of
allowed teams should be kept at minimum 2 or maximum 4.

Setting:




The game depicts a virtual board in the middle of the screen. The virtual board looks
exactly like the board of Trivial Pursuit where the path is consisted of an out ring and six
sub-paths (spokes) that lead to the center of the board. The path is separated by blocks
and each block has a different color to specify its category. The center block is the
starting and terminal block and its colored black.
Teams are represented by a circular graphical model that looks exactly like the plastic
circular object used in Trivial Pursuit. It can hold 5 small triangles which as the game
progresses and it starts empty. All teams start at the center of the board.








Team statistics such as: the current score of the team, player names and the
representative color of the team are displayed in the lower left; lower right, upper right
and upper left corners, each corner corresponding to one team.
The dice and an indicator depicting which teams’ turn is currently being played are
shown in the upper middle part of the screen. The dice automatically rolls for every
team; players don’t need to press any button in order to roll for their team.
When the dice rolls for a team, markings of all possible movement points for that team
as a dot placed in the middle of the appropriate blocks.
A team that moves into a colored block triggers a video panel to appear in which a
relevant video of the corresponding category starts playing. The video panel is located in
the middle of the screen.

Rules:














A team can move within the blocks of the path according to the result of the dice. At the
beginning of the game where teams start at the center, each team may choose any
intermediate path.
Teams can move in a bidirectional manner (both left and right).
When the video panel appears, players of the team are requested provide relevant
terms that describe the video. When players enter the same answer, they earn points.
If the players of the team manage to provide 8 correct terms, they earn the
representative triangle of the category which is inserted in the team avatar. The
acquisition of a triangle gives the team bonus points.
A game round is complete when all teams have rolled the dice once and have been
engaged in the video tagging process. When all teams have done so, a new game round
begins.
Each video is displayed for a limited amount of time. Note that the amount of time that
each video is displayed should be kept relatively low, due to the reason of the turn
based nature of the game. The greater amount of time a video is shown, the more each
team not currently playing has to wait. Additionally, by keeping the depiction time low,
players are given a good challenge to provide terms as fast as possible in order to
acquire the triangle of a category. Thus, the game must provide a balanced challenge for
players to achieve, which depends on the triangle acquisition threshold and the video
time limit, as well as a bearable waiting time for the rest players.
A team must acquire all different triangles.
Players can’t communicate with each other.
Players must produce outputs based on the input. Players should try to produce the
same outputs.



Players can’t see each other’s output.

Winning condition:




Players from a team must produce the same answers in order to score points and
acquire triangles.
The first team to arrive at the center having acquired all triangles is the winner.
The first team to reach a certain amount of points is the winner.

*Important note: By having 2 different winning conditions we reassure that a game will not
last for a long time due to the randomness of the dice and the fact that a team may not be
able to land exactly in the middle. For example, a team that has acquired all triangles but
cant land on the central block because of the dice rolls prevent it from, may be beaten by
another team that has acquired less triangles but has reached a the specified point
threshold.
Post game:



When the game ends the score of each team is summed and displayed on the screen.
Players can be registered in the high score list if they exceed a certain point threshold.

Other features / suggestions:




A visible Tag Trivial motivational message that stimulates the altruistic motivation of
players and promotes the beneficial purpose of the game must be visible in the game
screen.
The game must provide players with its rule set. The rule set must be clearly defined and
easy to understand.

Motivational game elements of Tag Expert:
Motivation

Game element

Flexibility

The player may type any tag

Challenge

Score as many points In order to reach the winning High
threshold.
Answer 8 correct terms per category in order to
acquire the triangle wedges and win.
Two different ways of winning the match.
High score lists.
High
Climb up the ranks.
Play against other people.

Competition

Motivation
(expected)
Medium

level

Social Interaction
Altruism

Reputation
Future Retrieval

Players must produce the same string with their Low
partners.
Visible motivational messages.
High
Visible number of overall tags.
Explanation of game’s beneficial purpose.
High score lists
High
Personal statistics
Players cannot benefit from their own tags.
Low

6.5.3 Tag Expert - Topic based mini game for collecting highly semantic value tags

The idea behind this particular mini game is based on exploiting any existing categorization of
tags according to their topic / theme, in order to extract more specific information about the
content of the video. The underlying assumption behind this is that users may possess more
knowledge on a certain topic than other players. For example, a user could generally be
interested in music, bands and musical instruments more than travel.
Now, if there was a video tagging game designed in such a way to lead this particular user to
provide the very deep knowledge of that topic, the result would be very specific tags with high
semantic value. Hence, the proposed game aims to provide a solution to the problem of
esoteric tags, as described in section 2.4 and expand the semantic knowledge of any particular
topic. The mechanics of the game abide with the mechanics of output agreement games and
offer a short term game goal that enhances challenge and competition. The specification of Tag
Expert is provided below. Note that we will be using the same example of players with deep
knowledge in music in order to provide a better description of the game itself.
Initial setup:




Before the system starts any game round or team pairing it prompts users to choose a
topic of his/her interest. As soon as topic specification is done, the system pairs the user
with other randomly chosen players, provided that they have both specified the same
area of interest.
The available topics for Tag Expert are currently: Music, Cinema, Video Games. For
example, imagine that a user specifies the category “music” as the preferred area of
interest. The system pairs that user with other users in a video streaming channel
dedicated to music related material.

Setting:


Videos are shown in a panel located in the right side of the screen. The left side is used
for a panel that shows questions accosting to both players. These questions are

specifically tailored in such a way that exalts the extraction of specific information about
the video. For example, imagine that the player has chosen the category music and the
video panel is displaying a snippet of a live concert of a particular band. The questions
displayed on the question panel would be:
(1) Which artist is it? (2) What are the full names of the artists? (3) Which song is it? (4)
What kind of music genre is it? (5) What kind of musical instruments are they using?
(6) Which concert hall are they playing in? (7) When is the date of the concert?


Apart from the topic “music” and its relevant questions, the other two categories have
the following set of questions:
Cinema: (1) Which movie is it? (2) Which actors are they starring? (3) What is the genre
of the movie? (4) Provide a relevant keyword that describes the plot (5) What year did
the movie go out? (6) Who is the director of the movie? (7) What is the name of the
soundtrack?
Video games: (1) Which video game is displayed? (2) Who are the heroes? (3) Who are
the antagonists (enemies, final bosses, champions, etc), (4) What is the genre of the
video game? (5) Which is the company that created the game? (6) What year was the
game published? (7) Provide any relevant terms that describe any characteristics of the
game.

Rules:





All players are shown the same video at the same time (i.e. they are given the same
input).
Players are requested to provide answers to the questions posed by the game for a
particular video.
Players must produce outputs based on the input (video and questions). Players should
try to produce the same outputs.
Players who submit the same answer earn points. The scale of earned points depends
on 1) the difficulty of the question and 2) its proportional to the time elapsed since an
answer has been provided; the shorter the time difference, the more points they earn.
Thus, answers provided for questions 5 to 7 give out more points than the initial four
questions. That is due to the fact that it is more likely that a player knows the name of
the band or artists, rather than the very specific place where the concert is held or the
date.









A game round is defined by a particular video players are currently watching. If players
decide to pass onto the next video, a new game round begins and a new video is
depicted on the video panel.
When a player decides to pass, he/she pushes the corresponding button indicating that
he/she has no more knowledge about this video. The other player can see this
indication and may choose to pass or continue.
Players can’t communicate with each other.
Players can’t see each other’s output during the game.
Players are able to quit the game anytime they want by exiting the game room.

Winning condition:

 The game has no explicit goal (no winning conditions) neither a time limit.
Post game:




The score is summed and displayed on the screen. Players may be registered on the high
score list if they exceed a certain threshold of points.
A game recap shows all provided tags for each video depicted during the game.
High score lists include 3 categories: Guru (highest score of all time), Heroes of the day
(best daily high score) and Balanced Force (highest average score per tag). High score
lists are expected to enhance competition and reputation of players.

Extra features / suggestions:






There must be a visible motivational message that stimulates the altruistic motivation of
players. Since Tag Expert is all about specialized and highly valued semantic tags, the
message “Share your knowledge with the world” could reflect on a person’s altruism,
intellectual stimulation, self presentation and obligation to contribute. Additionally, the
number of total tags collected from all players should be made visible as well.
The game must provide players with its rule set. The rule set must be clearly defined and
easy to understand. There could be a potential demo showing its gameplay.
The game must provide a section that explains its beneficial purpose.
The game must employ bots that simulate human players and substitute them when
there is lack of online users. Bots are pre-recorded sessions of previously played rounds.
In the case that a video has not been played before (I.e. there are no tags for it), the
game must not deploy any bots, since they would be rendered useless by the lack of
existing tags. Hence, untagged videos must be served only when multiple players are
available. If only one player is currently online, an already tagged video is served instead
to ensure that a functional bot be deployed.

Ranking / rewards per score:




The game encompasses a ranking system that aims to reward players for their time
spend playing and enables them to climb up the rankings by earning points. This
strategy enhances the status and reputation of individuals.
The ability to unlock video streams is another strategy that raises the motivation of
player to keep playing until they achieve a better ranking. It also raises player flexibility,
since highly ranked users are able to browse and choose through a wider spectrum of
possible category themes.

Levels

Score

Estimated
playtime

Unlockable items

1.Newcomer

0 – 2500

0 – 5 minutes

2.Junior expert

2500 – 5000

5 – 10 minutes

3.Senior expert

5000 – 10000

4.Familiar expert

10000 – 25000

10 – 20
minutes
20 – 45
minutes

5.Dedicated
expert

25000 – 60000

20 – 45
minutes

6.Master expert

60000 and above

45 and above

By default, each new user starts with 3
available categories that prompt him
to corresponding video streams
Unlocks an extra video channel with a
new category.
Unlocks an extra video channel with a
new category.
Unlocks an extra video channel with a
new category.
Changes the color of the username to
a bronze nuance to distinguish a user
as a familiar.
Unlocks an extra video channel with a
new category.
Changes the color of the username to
a silver nuance to distinguish a user as
a dedicated expert.
Unlocks an extra video channel with a
new category.
Changes the color of the username to
a gold nuance to distinguish a user as
a master expert.

Motivational game elements of Tag Expert:
Motivation

Game element

Flexibility

The player may type any tag
Players may choose preferred domain of interest.
Player may eventually be able to expand the available
domains.
Produce as many specific tags as possible in order to earn High

Challenge

Motivation level
(expected)
High

Competition

Social Interaction
Altruism

Reputation
Future Retrieval

points.
High score lists.
Climb up the rankings.
Unlock rewards.
Players must produce the same string with their partners.
Visible motivational messages.
Visible number of overall tags.
Explanation of game’s beneficial purpose.
High score lists.
Personal statistics.
Game recap shows all provided tags for each video.

High

Low
High

High
Low

7. Conclusions and discussion
The literature study has examined the main reasons that lead to meta-noise within tag sets in
folksonomies. The research has shown that the dominant classes of erroneous tags are
ambiguity of terms, spaces and multiple words, synonyms, plural and singular forms, specialized
esoteric tags and erroneous spelling. Furthermore, the literature study examines systems that
use folksonomies and utilize correctional / filtering methods that aim to decrease the amount
of meta-noise in user generated tags. The results have indeed shown that by employing such
techniques, the tags are being corrected up to a satisfactory degree which consecutively leads
in a better qualitative tag set. One criticism of the literature study however is that it had some
limitations, which had to do mainly with the lack of results regarding the News@Hand system.
Even though the rest of the study cases pose positive results regarding the effectiveness of
filtering/tag correction techniques, the literature study would be further enhanced if the
authors of News@Hand provided a full set of positive results.
Furthermore, we have examined the basic principles of Distributed Human Computation, and
crowdsourcing and established that they are basic components in the philosophy behind
GWAPs. In addition, the most important motivating factors that make people play games have
been reviewed. Out of all the factors, we narrow down the list and focus on tinkering mini
games that offer flexibility, challenge, competition, social interaction, reputation and future
retrieval. Finally we review the basic mechanics and rule sets that GWAPs adhere to. In
conjunction, these three elements (basic principles of GWAPS, motivational factors of playing
games and mechanics/rules) make up the recipe for creating a successful GWAP. Based on
these, we formulate three new mini games. These try to expand on the existing gameplay of
GWAPs by combining elements from board games and competitive style games, in order to
satisfy gamers who wish to engage in competitive play style, give a refreshing tone to the

graphical appeal of GWAPs, and make use specific themes that aim to make use of idealized
user knowledge.
Apart from the fact that only one game is implemented out of the three games proposed, the
success of the game suite is still to be tested. Furthermore, regarding enhanced gameplay,
there could be a lot of space for improvement. While GWAPs have been successful so far in
general, it could be the case that if combined with elements from other successful genres of
games (puzzle games, platform games, adventure games, quiz games, etc) they could bear
fruitful results. Despite the fact that GWAPs make up their own specialized genre, any potential
successful combinations with the aforementioned genres of games is still unexplored. Also,
additional refinements such as elaborate three dimensional graphics, explorable worlds and
environments, playable / customizable avatars could give players a greater enjoyment and thus
improve the success of GWAPs.
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Index 1
NISO rules
Homographs: The NISO guideline states that the use of homographs as terms in a controlled
vocabulary requires classification of their meaning through a qualifier. Homographs are terms
with identical spellings but different meanings. A qualifier is a word or words used with a term
to make a specific meaning unambiguous and it is usually enclosed in parentheses, which is part
of the term. The NISO guideline recommends that use of qualifiers should be avoided whenever
possible, because of the problems that parentheticals can cause in filling and retrieval.
Single word vs. multiword terms: The NISO guidelines state that each term included in a
controlled vocabulary should represent a single concept which is frequently expressed by a
single word term. However, in many cases concepts cannot be represented by a single word
only, thus making it necessary to make use of a multiword. A multiword term for a single
concept is a compound term.
Types of concepts: The NISO guidelines make a distinction of 7 general types of concepts that
may hold terms, grouped accordingly. Even though the list is not exhaustive, these general
types represent the most frequently occurring types of concepts. The classes are: things,
materials, activities, events, properties, disciplines and measures.
Unique entities: Unique entities, or “classes-of-one,” represent places, organizations, products
or people’s names and are usually expressed as proper nouns. For example, Earth, Aristotle,
Fourth of July, International Monetary Fund, Bora-Bora constitute unique entities.
Nouns: The NISO guidelines make a distinction of two categories of nouns: Count nouns (how
many) and non-count nouns (how much) and recommend that count nouns should be normally
expressed as plural, whether mass counts should be expressed in singular form.
Spelling: NISO recommends that spelling should follow the most widely accepted spelling on
existence, based on a warrant.
Abbreviations, Initialisms, Acronyms: The NISO guidelines recommend that the full form of
term should be used, with the exception of well established abbreviations or acronyms that the
full form is rarely used.
Neologisms, Slang, Jargon: Such terms often cover concepts that originate from a particular
specialty, subculture or social group and they are generally not included in standard
dictionaries. The NISO guidelines suggest that such terms should be accepted when no other
widely accepted alternative exists.

